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PREFACE 

The rebirth of transportation marketing in the United States is rela

tively recent and rapidly growing in tenns of both volume and the qual

ity of the materials and programs designed and implemented. The down

turn in general transit ridership began in 1929 and continued steadily 

until 1972. That trend has been reversed and, while the numbers are 

still not overwhelming, it appears that the increased ridership is real 

and here to stay. 

Transportation management planning and marketing professionals have 

made a substantial contribution to the transit ridership increases in 

recent years through the development of a workable marketing process 

and procedure, and through the design and implementation of creative, 

imaginative approaches to the unique problem of selling transit ser

vices to an auto-oriented society. 

The South Carolina Governor's Office, Division of Economic Development 

and Transportation, has sponsored the preparation of this marketing 

manual specifically to aid the transit systems of the State with the 

best transportation marketing knowledge, examples and procedures avail

able in the United States. As such, the manual includes some of the 

best ideas and procedures that could be found fran throughout the coun

try. A special thanks is due to U.S. DOT and the various State DOT 1 s 

and transit systems that pennitted their materials to be reproduced 

herein. 
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As you read this manual, you will find that transportation marketing 

goes far beyond mere advertising or promotion. It is a systematic ap

proach to the marketing management of a transit system. with the pri

mary objective of better service for more customers. While the manual 

is designed to cover the planning. development. execution and refine

ment of a marketing program in sequence , the reader may also use only 

portions of the document, as needed. 
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MARKETING 

An Introduction 

Many experienced business executives believe that marketing means adver

tising or promotion. However, these are only single elements in a 

properly developed complete marketing program. Many other considera

tions are involved that are vital to the overall management of an orga

nization. If marketing can be reduced to a single word, particularly 

with respect to transportation, that word might be image . 

Image. in effect, is the totality of al 1 things that a transportation 

system does. According to one definition, image is "the impressions of 

the policies, personnel and operations of an organization that is 

imparted to the employees and to the public." Image includes such 

things as the visual identity of the system--its graphics, products, 

architecture, advertising, signage, vehicles, and user infonnation sys

tem. Image al so includes how the transportation system deals with pub-

1 ic pol icy; how it responds to the comnunity; and how it responds to 

government , as well as how employees deal with the public, that is, 

their attitude and know-how. All of these components of image, whether 

good or bad, converge in the consumer's mind and define the direction 

of the countless "yes" and "no" transportation decisions that people 

make every day. 
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A good image is no accident. Rather. it is the result of a carefully 

planned and executed marketing program. However. even with a good 

image. transportation system marketing must get the potential client to 

make the first move to actually use the system. This is where many 

marketing efforts fail. 

This manual is designed to provide you with guidance in the development 

of a marketing progran for your organization. We believe that after 

reviewing it carefully. you will understand the need for and importance 

of an ongoing marketing process in your organization. 

For a transportation system with a well-developed marketing program. 

managers with experience might define marketing to include: 

• Service analysis and planning 
. Service change implementation 
• Market research 
• Advertising 
• Promotion 
• Rider information 
• Customer and corrmunity relations 
• Special sales 

Thus. it is important to reali'ze that the marketing function is an 

integral part of mapping business strategy. It plays a unique role in 

planning overall organizational direction and actions to achieve orga

nizational goals. Marketing. as a result. is a critical component of 

the successful organization. and requires formalization with the man

agement structure and process. 
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Whether an organization offers goods or services, it shares with all 

organizations the following critical needs: 

• To identify what it wants to be and to whom 
. To set realistic goals and objectives 
• To determine the reliability of goals 

. To understand the nature of the marketplace 
and the public it serves 

. To enhance productivity 

Marketing intelligence dominates the approach to planning. Only 

through the accumulation of data in both quantitative and qualitative 

form can a marketing plan be adequately developed and meshed with the 

tactics and programs needed for achieving strategic goals. Too many 

organizations suffer from a lack of such knowledge and are forced to 

rely on intuition and gut feelings that may be misleading. Past exper

ience will not always tell what is going on in the present, and it is 

an unreliable guide to the future. 

The consumer is the core of the market universe, the marketer's primary 

target. Consumers can be categorized into multiples of marketplace 

segments by demographic characteristics; by buyers or users of the ser

vice; or by influencers of the decision to buy. Organizational goals 

and policies must be brought in line with their requirements. 

This manual considers the function of marketing in a transportation 

operations context. Its purpose is to bring before the transportation 
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systems in South Carolina and elsewhere a basic understanding of the 

need for and importance of marketing, to guide the user through the 

development of sound marketing programs and practices, and to insure 

that marketing is established as an integral part of overall transpor

tation system management practices and procedures. 

It is important to note that this manual has adopted existing proce

dures and concepts that were developed elsewhere and judged useful. 

Newly-developed materials and revisions of existing materials were 

added only when it was believed that improvements in clarity or appli

cability could be made. 
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PLANNING 

The Position of the Marketing Function in the Planning Process* 

It should be stated at the outset that smaller transportation systems 

will assign most of the marketing functions to one individual, the 

chief executive officer. As a result, this presentation of the plan

ning process and marketing function may appear somewhat elaborate. 

However, it is vital to note that the same basic procedures should be 

fol lowed regardless of systan size. Sys tan size and resources will 

dictate how modest and simple, or elaborate and complex, the planning 

and marketing effort may be. However, they should not affect the basic 

principles and procedures involved . 

Planning is the preparation of a framework for guiding future actions. 

The guidance provided by planning takes the form of an allocation of 

specific resources (money, people and time). in specific combinations 

of activities (strategies). to achieve specific events and/or condi

tions (objectives and goals). Each of these elements of the planning 

process. as it relates to transit marketing, will receive specific 

attention in this manual. 

*This section has been adapted, in part, from the Marketing Plan. Tran
sit Marketing Management Handbook, April 1976, prepared for the U.S. 
Department of Transportation. UMTA, Office of Transit Management, by 
Grey Advertising, Inc •• New York, and Lesco Associates. Washington, 
D. C. 
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There are three distinct levels of formal planning that may be under

taken in a transportation management environment: 

Policy Plannina - is long-range in scope (from two to 
five years) an provides overall guidance and priori
ties regarding the general objectives of the entire 
organization; 

Program Planning - is mid-range in scope (from one to 
two years) and provides policy implementation guide
lines in connection with the budget-approved cycle. 
The progrclll plan provides a means for allocating lim
ited resources to achieve specific goals consistent 
with the general objective(s) of the organization; and 

Implementation Planning - is short-range in scope (usu
ally one year or less) and provides a structure for 
achieving very specific events and performing very spe
cific activities within a limited time frame and with 
limited resources. The keystone of imp;Jementation 
planning is the assig1111ent of responsibilities and 
authority for the performance of specific actions. 

Transportation management planning can, and does, take many fonns. 

Figure 11-1 illustrates how a typical transit system might conduct its 

total planning process. The five-year transportation plan shown in 

this figure is the policy plan for the transit system; it should be 

updated on a regular basis (usually annually) to provide the general 

guidance for all planning activities within the transit system. The 

current-year system operating plan should then integrate all of the 

program activities with the transportation system. It is within the 

operating plan that management accomplishes the following: 

• Individual progrc111 plans (marketing, operations, etc.) 
are reviewed to insure consistency with the guidelines 
fran the policy plan; 
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Individual program plans are integrated to insure 
consistency with each other; 

Program goals and strategies are approved; 

Resources are allocated to the individual programs, 
and priorities are assigned to specific program ele
ments; and 

• The long-range policy plan is revised and updated to 
reflect the most current situation . 

In a transportation system that has a thorough and responsive planning 

process. as described above. it is obvious that the transit marketing 

program does not stand alone. A good marketing plan will dovetail with 

all other planning activities. If a transportation system does not 

have a formal planning process, or if the planning is incomplete, there 

is all the more reason for the marketing unit to prepare a comprehen

sive marketing plan. 

Even i f there is no extensive planning activity in the remainder of the 

transit system, a well-prepared plan wil l benefit the marketing unit in 

the following ways: 

• The marketing unit can coordinate, focus. and set 
priorities for its activities; 

• The plan can provide the marketing unit with an ex
cellent means of co111Tiunicating its analyses. objec
tives, strategies. and resource requirements; 

• The plan, once approved, can provide the marketing 
unit with the formal authority to proceed with its 
program and expand its resources ; 
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• The plan can be directly translated to an implemen
tation or action plan; and 

• The plan can serve as the basis upon which the per
fonnance of the marketing unit and its program are 
evaluated. 

Figure II-2 reflects the variety of activities that might be organized 

and carried out through the marketing program. Again, as pointed out 

above, this manual is designed to provide information and guidance to 

all transit properties, regardless of size . As a result, the variety 

of functions that might be carried out as part of a marketing program 

are extensive. In the smaller system, this elaborate organizational 

layout would not be warranted. However, the basic purpose and func

tions remain the same. 
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ORGANIZATION 

The Relationship Among the Parts of the Marketing Plan* 

The transportation marketing manager should employ a systematic 

approach to planning. The approach must provide a strong degree of 

structure to insure that marketing activities are well coordinated; 

that the marketing program is entirely consistent with overall system 

objectives; and that the marketing effort is monitored and evaluated 

with useful results being fed back into the over a 11 p 1 anni ng process in 

general. and the future marketing program in particular. 

Figure 111-1 illustrates a c001prehensive approach that will provide the 

needed structure and coordination for a transportation system of any 

size. The planning approach presented has five primary parts: 

• A presentation of marketing problems and opportuni
ties resulting from the research and evaluation of 
the existing system and programs; 

• A statement of the specific goals of the marketing 
program based on the problems and opportunities 
identified and consistent with organizational objec
tives; 

• A presentation of specific strategies for achieving 
the marketing goals; 

• A description of the resource requirements (time. 
people. and money) necessary to implement these
lected strategies and achieve the marketing goals; 
and 

• An ac ti on p 1 an • 

*This section has been adapted, in part, from the Marketing Plan, Tran
sit Marketin~ Management Handbook, April 1976, prepared for the U.S. 
Department o Transportation, UMTA, Office of Transit Management. by 
Grey Advertising, Inc., New York, and Lesco Associates, Washington, 
D.C. 
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The Action Plan will be dealt with in the next section of this manual, 

prepared separately because of its importance as a guide. Before pro

ceeding with a discussion of transportation marketing program planning, 

the definition of goals, objectives, and strategies, as used in this 

chapter, should be clarified. 

A goal is a broad statement of long-term purpose, while an objective is 

a specific statement of short-temi achievement. An organization will 

rarely have more than one goal in a given functional area, but will 

always have objectives. A goal will change very slowly, in an 

evolutionary manner; objectives change regularly and rarely survive for 

more than a year or two. A strategy is a specific approach to the 

accomplishment of an objective. In the context of a transit system, 

the three terms may be illustrated by the following examples: 

Transportation Goal: Provide safe, reliable transpor
tation services to all people in the XYZ metropolitan 
area at the lowest possible cost. 

Marketing Objective: Increase off-peak ridership by 20 
percent 1n the coming year. 

Marketing Strategy No. 1: Through the development of 
suburban shoppers' special discounts and downtown free
zone fare structures, improve by 15 percent the utiliza
tion of public transit by non-working adults during off
peak hours. 

The remainder of this section contains a brief discussion of the five 

primary parts of the transit marketing progrc111 planning process. 
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Research and Evaluation 

Effective marketing begins with an analysis of the market. Research. 

evaluation. and monitoring provide an ongoing inventory of all the fac

tors that constitute the transit system's cL1rrent marketing situation. 

It is also an analysis of the factors that caused the situation to 

develop. A comprehensive system review is an invaluable tool for 

detennining ways to identify a transportation system's weaknesses. for 

ascertaining and developing ways to augment its strengths. for synthe

sizing the conditions that resulted in past successes and failures. and 

for assessing the probable effects on the transit system's marketing 

program of conditions likely to arise in the future. 

Every relevant. ascertainable fact about the transit system--services. 

sales . programs. markets and users. etc.--should be assembled . Much of 

this information will already exist in the system records. be collected 

by market research studies, or readily attainable through general 

sources. In any case. the greater part of the effort required is a 

one-time occurrence because research can be subsequently updated with 

relative ease once constant evaluation and monitoring procedures are 

established . 

The following list. although by no means definitive . indicates the 

types of infonnation that will be required for the decision-making 

process involved in establishing marketing goals and objectives. 
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What has been the system's record on service reliability 
and timeliness? By route? By market segment? 

. What has been the system's safety record? By route? By 
market segment? 

• What is the physica_l appearance of the fleet? 

• Are the system's fares structured to encourage increased 
ridership? 

. Are special and promotional fare structures effective in 
the target market segments? 

. Are the drivers and telephone-information personnel mar
ket-oriented? 

• What are the system's revenues? By months? By days of 
the week? By market area? By customer classes? By 
times of the day? Per capita? By routes? By special 
services? 

• What are the expenses and profits of the system? By 
routes? By market areas? By customer classes? By 
month. day. time of day? 

• What percentage of overal, 1 transportation purchases by 
consumers in the marketplace is spent on public trans
portation services? 

• What are the major results of the system's market re
search analyses? By market trends? By market seg
ments? 

• What types of service development projects have resulted 
in substantial and lasting increases in ridership for 
the system? What types have failed? 

• What have been the results of the system's advertising 
and promotion program? By reader/viewer/listener im
pressions? By size/length/frequency/schedule of ad 
units? By ridership increases? 

• What type of customer service activities have had suc
cess in improving ridership? What types have failed? 

• Who are the current customers of the system? By loca
tion? By income level? By age? By occupation? By 
size of family? By race? 
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• Who are the most promising potential customers of the 
system? By location? By income level? By age? By 
occupation? By size of family? By race? 

• What factors most influence the decisions to use or not 
use the transit system's services? Convenience? Cost? 
No other choices? 

• What is the average daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly 
amount expended by system customers? By customer class? 
By market? 

• What are the attitudes of the customers toward the sys
tem? Toward the specific services? 

• What events in process, or likely to occur, will influ
ence the level of ridership? 

• What is the market share of the system, versus competi
tive modes, for specific customer classes? In tenns of 
passenger miles? In terms of numbers of passengers? 

Other suggestions concerning data collection, maintenance, research and 

evaluation are set forth in the final section of this manual. 

Marketing Program Goals 

After assessing the marketing opportunities and problems of the trans

portation system, the marketing plan should state the specific objec

tives of the marketing program. The marketing program objectives do 

not describe what is expected to happen naturally but, rather, what 

will be caused to happen as a direct result of the marketing program 

effort. The marketing objectives should be focused entirely upon ser

vice development, advertising and promotion, and customer services . 

Some guidelines for stating marketing program goals and objectives 

follow. 
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Goals Should be Important - The transit marketing program plan should 

have goals that are of relatively high and equal priorities. There may 

be many marketing program results that are desirable but not very mean

ingful when measured in terms of the overall success of the system. 

Goals Should be Realistic and Attainable - Since the marketing goals 

will serve as the basis upon which the success of the marketing effort 

will be measured, it is essential that they not be based on wishful 

thinking or unrealistic hopes of the marketing staff. Ambitious goals 

that do not reflect the external limitations of resources or of the 

political environment are of no help in planning the marketing pro

gram. 

Objectives Should be specifi c and, if Possible, Quantified - Objectives 

should not be stated in vague, subjective, or generalized terms, such 

as, 11 Increase system ridership." Better stated, a marketing program 

objective might be, 11 Increase ridership by six percent, to two mill ion 

passengers annua 11 y . 11 The more specific an objective statement is, the 

easier it is for managers to understand, approve, assign priorities to, 

and allocate resources for its achievement. Specificity al so makes 

achievement of the objective measurable and more suitable for future 

evaluation. The specific quantitative targets for the objectives 

should be based on analysis supported by thorough research of the mar

ket facts. 
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Below are several example goals and objectives. Both good and bad 

examples are provided. 

Goal: Improve the Public Image of the System 

Improvement of the image is a very difficult activity to quantify. But 

if the image of the transit system is perceived as a marketing problem, 

it was most likely discovered in the course of a market research activ

ity. Market research and evaluation can form the basis for making this 

goal statement more specific, e . g • • "Improve the public image of the 

system by increasing the 'favorable' survey responses to 70 percent of 

all attitude interviews." Other specific measures of image include 

numbers and kinds of customer complaints/comments received and adverse 

letters and editorials . 

Objective: Increase Ridership by Developing More Equitable 
Fare Structure 

This objective is also difficult to quantify. but it may be possible to 

relate fares to objective criteria , such as miles traveled during peak 

and off-peak periods. Other possibilities would include changing the 

fare structure to increase fares during peak travel periods or replac

ing flat fares with a system of zone fares. As an example, a specific 

objective might be, "Decrease the cost per mile to the rider by ten 

percent during off-peak periods." 
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Objective: Increase Ridership 

This is much too broad a statement of intent to be of much use to the 

transit system. The objective could be better stated in any one of the 

fo 11 owing ways : 

• Attain a five percent increase in ridership through
out the system. 

Increase utilization of the ten least traveled routes 
by ten percent . 

• Shift 500 non-work-related trips per day from peak 
to off-peak periods. 

Objective: Reduce Transit System Deficits 

Again. this statement is too subjective and general. Even more impor

tant, there is a real question as to whether or not this objective is a 

marketing program responsibility. The reduction of deficits could be 

accomplished by increasing profitable ridership--clearly a marketing 

function. But deficit reduction could also be achieved by improving 

operating efficiency, cutting operating costs, or increasing the aver

age fare, none of which is the primary responsibility of the marketing 

function. 

It should be apparent that some marketing program goals are obvious. 

i.e •• the need to increase non-peak ridership. Other goals are direct

ly derived from the requirement to correct or forestall a deteriorating 

situation, such as an overall decline in ridership. 
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In addition, the marketing planning process must develop those market

ing program goals and objectives that are not obvious, those that wil l 

become apparent only after a thoroughl y creative analysis of the mar

ketplace or frcxn a disci plined search for, and purusit of, opportuni

ties. For example, an objective might be, "Increase ridership among 

workers who co11111ute in large numbers to industrial parks to 1,000 

passengers per day. 11 

Development of such a marketing objective depends on a thorough analy

sis of business locations and travel patterns in the metropol i tan area. 

It also requires some preliminary investigation into the disposition of 

the employers on such matters as in-plant transit infonnation services, 

coordinated working hours, and perhaps even financial subsidies to em

ployees. Some investigation and analysis must also be done inside the 

transit system to explore the feasibility of service developments such 

as route and schedule modifications to confonn to the needs of the 

workers and employers who fall within the program activity . 

Creativity in discovering the opportunity , perfonning the preliminary 

analysis, and developing and articulating the marketing goals and ob

jectives can make them jore specific and realistic to the transporta

tion sys tern. 
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Marketing Program Strategies 

After a set of specific. attainable . marketing program goals and objec

tives has been defined. the plan should describe in deta il the strate

gies for action that will result in achievement of the goals. Thus. 

marketing strategies provide the basis for an action plan to fonnulate 

and carry out specific marketing efforts . 

In almost every case. a variety of strategic alternatives will have to 

be considered in developing an approach to each marketing objective . 

However. each objective will have one. and only one, rec001Tiended strat

egy in the completed plan . For example . several strategies could be 

used to achieve the goal of increasing ridership by ten percent. A 

pricing strategy might entail lowering fares . bvut could result in a 

possible parallel reduction in the quality of equipment and service . 

An alternative strategy could be to increase fares, while at the same 

time, significantly increasing service, quality of equipment, and per

formance in order to attract more riders. These two alternate strate

gies are, of course, diametrically opposite; nevertheless, depending 

_upon local conditions, each could be effective in achieving the goal of 

increasing ridership. It should be apparent that no single strategy is 

appropriate in every circumstance . 
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It is critical to the success of the marketing program that, prior to 

the detennination of a strategy , a careful eval uation be made to ascer

tain the specific needs and desires of consumers . This point empha

sizes the need for carefully integrating all actions of the marketing 

plan so that each part can build upon the information and analysis con

tained in the other parts. 

It is important to note that implementation of marketing strategies is 

not always purely a marketing function . It will frequently happen that 

achievement of a marketing objective will require the active participa

tion of other transit functions in addition to the marketing function. 

For example, service improvements involving revised schedules or better 

equipment will most certainly involve the operations and finance func

tions. This participation by other system functions must be anticipa

ted, and those other functions should be invited to participate in the 

planning process at an early stage. 

In the development of a strategy to achieve an objective, the transit 

marketing plan should focus on four key marketing concepts : target 

marketing; c001petitive stance; buying incentive; and marketing mix . 

Each of these concepts is discussed in detail below. 

Target Marketing - This key strategic concept defines in explicit tenns 

the characteristics of the prospective user of the transportation 

system, i.e . , the segment of the public that the marketing program must 
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influence . It is important to know where these people live; how they 

are distributed in terms of age. sex. and income; whether they are 

employed or unemployed; whether they are current riders or potential 

new users ; and their potential willingness to abandon the use of the 

automobile in favor of public transportation . ( An additional discus

sion of target marketing is presented in the final section of this 

manual. Implementation and Evaluation.) 

Competitive Stance - This concept identifies the transportation mode 

against which the system chooses. or is forced. to compete. In almost 

all cases. public transportation competes principally with the use of 

the private automobile . Thus. a marketer's competitive stance must 

take this prime competitor into consideration in all decisions on stra

tegy . 

Buying Incentive - This concept affecting marketing strategy is the 

selection of those attributes and benefits of the transportation system 

that are most likely to motivate customers to use it. Marketing of 

public transit does not involve selling a tangible product; it is the 

total transportation service. not the bus or the train. that is impor

tant to the user. 

Since people do not normally change their behavior patterns for only 

one reason. the buying incentive should be multi-dimensional. For 

example. the program may feature the comfort and ease of public 
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transportation in contrast to the strain of driving an automobile in 

city traffic and, depending upon local circumstances, may also point to 

the fact that it is less expensive to ride the bus than to pay for gas 

and parking. Thus, a sales proposition must be made to the potential 

transit customer. 

It is important to realize that the sales proposition is more than just 

a part of the advertising strategy; it penneates every aspect of mar

keting . For example, if a major element is the physical comfort of 

riding the bus, the proposition should include the assurance that every 

rider will have a seat; that the drivers will be courteous; and, per

haps, that other amenities, such as airconditioning and adequate inter

ior lighting, will be made available . Again, this emphasizes the need 

for integrating every aspect of the marketing plan; the sales proposi

tion (buying incentive) will emerge from the previously defined strate

gy, which, in turn, was derived fr001 the goals, objectives, and consum

er research efforts. 

Marketing Mix - The final marketing concept involves the allocation of 

a priority of importance, or weight, to various marketing functions. 

Because resources are usually limited, it is a major strategic decision 

to detennine how physical and financial resources should be allocated 

vis-a-vis improved product features, such as airconditioning, more fre

quent service, public infonnation aids, promotional fares, advertising 
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programs. and research/evaluation activities. all of which may improve 

ridership . 

Marketing Program Resources 

The marketing plan must also deal with the marketing budget. The mar

keting program budget should contain allocations of all available re

sources (money. time. and people). The brief discussion that follows 

focuses on the money resource budgeting issue. A detailed discussion 

concerning budget preparation is presented later in this manual. 

No clear-cut formula exists for calculating a budget; that is. it can

not be stated that a small transit system should spend X percent of 

revenues on marketing, a medium-sized systan should spend Y percent, 

and so forth. An appropriate marketing program budget for one system, 

expressed in relationship to total revenue; number of route miles; size 

of the population served; or other measures, may not be at all appro

priate for another system. 

Rules of thumb have been used to determine the size of the marketing 

budget. Such a rule might be that the additional expenditure for mar

keting, compared to last year's budget. should result in at least a 

proportional increase in ridership or revenue, or should increase total 

ridership without an accompanying increase in the subsidy level per 

ride. 
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Another approach is one in which the marketing budget is related to a 

goal or objective, but not necessarily to individual tasks. An illus

tration of this type of this approach can be found in the case of a 

West Coast transit system, which set a goal to persuade automobile com

muters to try the system during the year. The marketing budget estab

lished to achieve this goal was equal to the cost of one free ride for 

each automobile commuter. Within this total, the percentages of the 

budget to be allocated to its components--advertising (radio, news

papers, direct mail or other home delivery, and other modes), sales 

promotion, and public relations--were developed . 

Market data indicates ~at service companies, in general. and transit 

operators, in particular, spend too little on marketing. A study pub

lished in the October 1974 issue of Journal of Marketing reported that 

service finns spend only two to four percent of their total sales 

volume for marketing compared to ten to twenty percent by manufacturing 

finns. This tendency has been compounded by the past efforts of the 

transit industry to reduce costs through curtailment of what were for

merly considered to be non-essential support functions. Additional 

guidelines and suggestions for handling budgeting of people, time, and 

money are set forth in the final section of this manual, Implementation 

and Evaluation. 
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Marketing Action Plan 

The marketing action plan itself involves the synthesis of all the 

foregoing. Briefly. through market research and evaluation services. 

information is made available concerning solutions to issues or needs. 

The opportunities or problems that have surfaced in this first step of 

the process are then employed in the framing of goals and the develop

ment of objectives and strategies. The action plan consists of the 

projects and activities designed to achieve the stated goals and objec

tives. along with evaluation and feedback procedures to measure the 

level of success of any given project or activity. 

Rather than attempting to generalize a discussion of an action plan . 

the next section of this manual presents specific pl an examples in 

twelve different areas. with a discussion of each. 

Feedback 

Figure III-1. at the beginning of this section, reflects the marketing 

process in a circular or cyclical fashion. The purpose of this dia

grammatic approach is to insure understanding of the need for a contin

uous planning procedure as part of the overall marketing process. It 

should always be kept in mind, while organizing a marketing program. 

that results and updated basic system data serve as constant input into 

the revision or development of the marketing plan and other system plan 

elements as identified in Figure Il-2. 
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Thus, monitoring and evaluation cannot be overlooked or left out; they 

are the key to building next year's marketing program. 
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ACTION PLAN 

Practical Project Development Suggestions and Examples* 

There are thirteen different, yet interrelated, areas for marketing in

volvement. Four of these are essentially external to the operation it

self, including public perception (image); governmental/political lead

ers; business corrmunity; and media . The remaining nine are internal, 

or an integral part of the transit operation itself, including: public 

infonnation; merchandising. promotions and special services; equipment; 

passenger amenities; routes/schedules/services; personnel; plant and 

maintenance; fares and resources; and planning. 

This section provides a brief discussion of the thi r teen marketing areas, 

then establishes goals, objectives, and projects and activities for 

each. The goals, objectives, projects and activities are intended to 

serve as examples and to stimulate your thinking; they are not intended 

to be the only possibilities. It is hoped, however, that these exam

ples will provide you with enough ideas to show you how to set up a 

progressive marketing program. Naturally, all of the projects and 

activities listed here are not expected to be appropropriate for your 

market. A few good, well-executed new projects each year, custom-de

signed for your needs, is all that should be expected. 

*This section has been adapted, in part. from the Marketing Manual for 
Transit Operators. February 1979,. prepared for the Iowa Department of 
Transportation, Public Transit Division, by staff of the Department 
and Ilium Associates. Sources of other adapted materials are identi
fied where used. 



Note that specific measurement factors have not been built into the 

possible goal and objective statements suggested in this section. Per

centage increases in ridership . public awareness. or similar measure

ments should be established by each individual organization , based on 

current system performance , resources available, and priorities estab

lished within the individual marketing program. 
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Public Perception (Image) 

The perceptions of the public can be difficult to get a handle on. 

This is because perceptions are made up of individuals' thoughts, and 

these thoughts are hard to define by the individuals themselves, let 

alone by transit managers . Nevertheless, the result of perception is 

choice, and then action, by the individual. Therefore, there is a need 

to try to exercise some control of the public's perception of public 

transportation . 

The public's perception is a result of its exposure to transit activi

ties over the years. Collectively, the types of people you have 

hired, their appearance, the condition and design of buildings and 

equipment, the type of press you receive, and other factors contribute 

to public perceptions. Do not be surprised if you analyze the results 

of your public opinion survey and find public transportation sitting 

pretty far back in the minds of the people . People have become used to 

other forms of transportation that suit their needs. This has come 

about, in part , because transportation today is much more than moving 

people fran here to there. People are accustomed to, and expect, 

levels of comfort , convenience and accommodation of lifestyle to be 

satisfied by their transportation mode. 

While many people perceive buses as being inefficient, undependable and 

unable to accolllllodate their life-styles, the picture is not all that 
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bleak. People's opinions can be changed, and rather quickly. Many 

systems around the country are enjoying a more positive cOITITiunity per

ception of service and increased ridership. The fact is that public 

transportation is not as ba~ as people perceive it to be. As a system 

makes improvements, people will change their preconceived notions. 

The point to remember in making efforts to create a positive public 

perception is this: when you do it , do it right; or do not do it. 

Further, do not look at a route schedule as being less important than 

the bus itself, because it is not. Pay attention to the details so 

that each effort builds upon previous efforts and creates a firm foun

dation for what is to follow. 

Goal 

To profile the transportation system as an aggressive, dependable, 

people- and consumer-oriented public transportation service. 

Objectives 

. To inform the public of the present and future environmental. eco

nomic, and social life-style impact that public transportation has, 

and will have, on the people in the community; 
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. To stimulate acceptance. interest. and understanding of public 

transportation as a concept by assuming a more progressive profile 

in the community; 

. To begin to change the perceived importance of the automobile as the 

only major alternative for transportation needs; and 

. To create a visual image in keeping with the community and equal to 

other successful and respected businesses in the coomunity. 

Projects and Activities 

There are numerous projects touching on public perception in other 

areas of this section. As a result. only two are suggested here. 

Operating Policies - A formalized set of operating policies and proce

dures should be adopted so consistency in perfonnance of services is 

realized . This does not need to be a complicated process. It simply 

requires written documentation of each activity (or group of activi

ties). and an explanation of how it is to take place and who is respon

sible for its execution. In this way. everyone associated with the 

system will be aware of system policy and have a better understanding 

of how they. as individuals, can share in the job of creating a sound. 

positive public image. You will find that once these formalized proce

dures are adopted, life will be much easier for the general manager and 

better for personnel and customers. 
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Design and Use of a Logo - This sub-section has been adopted in its 

entirety from Transit Marketing for Urban Areas Under 200,000 Popula

tion. prepared for the Georgia Department of Transportation and UMTA. 

It is reprinted here with their pennission. 

To develop a positive image. a logo can be used to portray. identify. 

and define the transit system and strongly promote its image in adver

tising. It can be animated in media advertising, to provide a continu

ity, using the full capability of each media . A logo identifies system 

vehicles, equipment. shelters and facilities as well as maps, charts, 

schedules, and any other representational material. Its design is best 

handled by a qualified graphics designeer. preferably one with corpo

rate identity experience who is familiar with the practical ccmnunica

tion requirements of a transportation system. Usually. this is part of 

the scope of work undertaken in a system identity program. Because it 

is part of the basic identity and will be used in many ways . it should 

be carefully considered. 

Here are some basic guidelines to remember when choosing a logo: 

It should be unique, unlike anything else. insofar 
as you are aware. If you choose a concept similar 
to others which already exist, you lose your indi
viduality. An analogous situation would be two per
sons with similar names--how would you distinguish 
one fr001 the other? 

• It should be simple. geometric. understood by all. 
and have strong visual impact. It should not be 
difficult to produce or print. 
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• It should communicate effectively in all two-dimen
sional and three-dimensional applications . What is 
acceptable on stationery may be unreadable on a sign 
seen by a motorist or pedestrian 200 feet away. 
Avoid extremely decorative typefaces or scriptural 
forms. 

• It should reproduce wel 1 in black and white as wel 1 
as color. In fact. the preliminary evaluation form 
should be in black and white. 

Figure IV-1 shows a standatd logo format. which incorporates differing 

but related symbols. This systematic approach to graphics maintains a 

degree of individuality among transit systems thorugh different colors 

and symbo 1 s. 

While each transit operator needs an individual logo. and while each 

must be different. there are some basic design approaches previously 

used nationally to develop transit logos. (See Figure IV-2). They 

include: 

• The letter form outlined as a symbol itself. This 
avoids the possible duplication of any other logo • 

• A logo which incorporates arrows to symbolize the 
nature of the service (direction/motion) . 

• Use of the bus pictogram. or variation. to symbolize 
the service. 

As a preliminary legal step. a copyright check and filing should be 

made on any logo adopted. 
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Standard Logo Format 

-.,. Anytown Transit System 
712 Flint Avenue 
Any town, USA 24100 
435-5061 

I 

Telephone 

Address 

Address 

System Name 

Standard Logo Format 

Figure IV-1 



Sample l oqo Designs 

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority 

Montgomery Area Transit System 

Official Bus Symbol· U.S DOT 

Figure IV-2 



The most important aspect for success of a visual communications pro

gram is in its implementation. Standards should be set for application 

and use of all elements so that everyone involved has guidelines to 

carry out the program as it is intended. Developing graphic standards 

which define shape. size, proportion. color, and material for all users 

gives fonn to the marketing program and direction to the transit opera

tor on how to continue and expand upon it. 

Figures IV-3 through IV-7 constitute a representational graphics pack

age showing the basic parts and typical uses of the visual communica

tion system, such as: 

• Authority Name 
• Logo 
• Symbol 
• Stationery 
• Business Cards and Forms 
• Signage 
• Schedules 
• Route Maps 
• Manuals 
• Stations and Shelters 
• Authority and Maintenance Vehicles 

Consistency is extremely important since it reinforces the transit sys

tem's identity. Consistency allows the transit system to control and 

project the identity it wants and provides the framework within which 

new equipment. services, and future applications can be integrated 

under one common identity. 
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8 Anytown State 

10 Tift Park 
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U •111,,,, -;1ty C),<.rrv t .J,1r,1, -<. P;i, ~ 

E1!et hv<• Jan uary l 1977 

Any1own T,ansit System 
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Schedule 

Anytown 
Transit 
System Map 
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Anytown Transit System 
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System Map 

Anytown 
Transit 
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Transit Guide 

Figure IV-4 
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Other benefits are economic . First. the problem is resolved once and 

for all , and each new application is not another "project" requiring 

the manager's time to develop . Second. when visual communication ma

terials are simplified and consolidated. inventory and production costs 

are reduced . These savings and the future savings in development costs 

will help cover the costs of designing the system. Design guidelines 

to consider in judging alternatives for the initial and subsequent pro

gram application include : 

• Format (the graphic layout) 
• Size (proportionally to the element) 
• Position on element (centered. left. right, etc.) 
• Orientation (vertical• horizontal. angled) 
• Typography (same weight. upper and lower case) 
• Color and background (positive. negative. value 

contrast) 

To make sure that the system identity is maintained in production: 

• Specify . in detail. what you want . Do not let 
others or the influence of the lowest cost bid de
cide for you • 

• Before making a decision , first look at new applica
tions in drawing or graphic layout • 

• Ask for proofs or brownlines from a printer to check 
accuracy and conformance before approving produc
tion • 

• Make the existence of graphics standards known to 
anyone who will design or produce any of the appli 
cations • 

• Select a typeface both legible and adaptable to the 
wide range of applications planned. 
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Governmental/Political Leaders 

The governmental/political group, for the purpose of this manual, is 

comprised of those people who are in public transportation-related 

decision-making roles at local, state , and federal levels. This group 

ranges from local board members and council members to state legisl a

tors, DOT officials, United States Senators and Representatives, and 

UMTA officials. 

It is because of the efforts of these leaders that transportation en

joys its current renaissance . Their public charges related to plan

ning, zoning, tax support and other functions have great bearing on 

public transportation's future . It is important that these leaders be 

made aware of your programs and progress so they can continue to sup

port public transit issues . The leaders who need to be informed about 

your system are : 

At the ·1ocal level : 

Mayor and/or City Manager 
Council Members or Aldermen 
Transit Board or Committee 
City or County Department or Agency Directors whose 
responsibilities affect transit 

At the state level: 
Governor and Lieutenant Governor 
State Department of Transportation (Public Transit 
Division) 
Legislators (transportation and appropriate chair
persons) 

At the federal level: 
U.S. Senators and Representatives from the State 
Regional UMTA Directors 
UMTA and FHWA Officials in Washington, D.C. 
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It is imp_ortant to remember that there are differences between elected 

and non-elected officials. Those who have been elected or appointed 

usually have administrative policy and funding responsibilities. The 

non-elected officials primarily control service and planning. 

Get to know those officials who are accessible . Meet with them period

ically . Explain the benefits of public transportation to the c00111uni

ty. plans for the future, how the public feels , and what successes and 

failures have happened and why . For those who are not accessible. cop

ies of newsletters. leaflets, and press releases with a personal letter 

attached will keep them oriented . Little touches, such as sending 

Christmas cards, help keep the relationship on a personal . more direct 

level . And , be sure to acknowledge positive votes on transit issues. 

Let them know how important their votes are. 

It will also help to attend relevant meetings so that transportation's 

viewpoint is represented and understood . Find out what plans are being 

contemplated in which your organization should be involved . 

Goal 

To increase governmental/political awareness and support of public 

transportation systems and plans at the local , state , regional, and 

federal level s . 
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Objectives 

• To periodically present system goals, objectives, and plans before 

public officials; 

• To increase management involvement in political and governmental 

groups; 

• To expand next year's subsidies; and 

To secure political support for expanded service. 

Projects and Activities 

The principal objective in dealing with governmental and political 

leaders is two-way corrrnunication. To establish this c001Tiunication. you 

might consider the following projects and activities . 

Sell Yourself and Your Organization - Establish specific short-range 

plans and establish budget needs . Use any research that has been com

pleted as a data base for corrrnunity support, and put together a visual 

and oral presentation showing transportation importance and public ben

efits from an aggressive transit development program. Strategically go 

about gaining support for each year's budget. Sell next year's budget 

all year long; do not hesitate to present new programs each year . 
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Maintain Surveillance - The general manager must make a point of know

ing what is going on in other governmental planning offices in the 

area . The transportation system must influence, as necessary, zoning, 

access, rights-of-way, and other important considerations through poli

tical and technical means. Transportation systems must sell public 

transit benefits and research findings to elected officials. These 

officials, in turn, must encourage policy, budgets, and ordinances 

favoring public transportation development. A spirit of cooperation 

among system management and other governmental agencies must be contin

ually promoted. 

Let Them Know What You Are Doing - Establish a mailing list of govern

mental/political individuals and departments. Mail the newsletter, 

your annual report, and other pertinent information to relevant per

sons. Publish your annual successes and future cOlllllitment to the citi

zens of the community at a strategic time. Send information about pub

lic transportation to all declared political candidates, encouraging 

their support . Through the newsletter and other methods, recognize 

employees' involvement in social services and other cornnunity events. 

Participate - The general manager, staff, and employees should take an 

active role in col111lunity events--socials, picnics, political rallies, 

and servtce organizations . In this manner, you can get to know public 

officials on a personal and social basis . 
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A simple, inexpensive newsletter is one of the proven means of communi

cation. The sample illustrated in Figure IV-8 on the next page is pro

duced regularly by Northern Kentucky Transit, Inc. in Florence, Ken

tucky. Figure IV-9 shows the cover and contents of a typical infonna

tion brochure. These products, sent out regularly, keep public offi

cials current with your activities and keep your organization and its 

purposes and needs in the front of their minds. Other samples of pub

lic infonnation materials are to be found throughout this manual. 
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.(I,, r=~ i I ~:,, :• I 

:111,1 b q:, ... ., rhc- v.-.r-(('d "lcdc,, J. sec r<'ta rial , recept
fo n1:-. t d ,,r ll·:<i 1?s~cntb1l to of1 t<-t' <1p,•r3tion. One of 
h e r l!'()nti1ly task s is typitl!( .1r111 ~ ll in,i: Transit Litle . 
; 'd.:in i ~ , .;, P.r ,,!11.u e of Boone r.ounty Ht gh School Cla•a 
b f ' 7') . k • 1 C:f.TA c-mpl 1.,yc:te with B 1)1)n e r.oun cy, Arriv
int; : :ii i ~· wt t .1 .a p,,11i t1vc t1tti :. 1J,ll' to wc-rk sh e has won 
C'S ti.?c"r.• :mi! fd c nl!iJhip of bu il~l i rl& o c c upnnt~ . 

l'4r. Robert T . Goh le 
~.o. ~o" 1 t2R7 
Colur,v"'l i .11 , S. r.. 2Q2 l l 

~ ,\nn,11,r,, ,_,,,.,·ut -- 5 Cl!J'lhC-n Jt~y Cl "'yton is Morthern 
;;..,f'l t ia'-·r.·: Tr:instt ' .c;. '. i r s t b,-,!., y . 11,i was born Se pte,nbt:r 
1 ,,c S;. Lt:ki.: Hosp i tal ,1nd we i gh1.:J in at -eight pounfi s: 
thir teen oances . Lois Ch ;1tr.-n t he provd r:nother l eft 
the r.iH lce o f ·-=or thNf'I l<ent•1cky iranslt on August J. to 
"'...,~le th(! .urbal o f Stc-phe>ri Ray. She had <lone cl e r i 
c:".! l S"(·rct,iri al uork fo r a ~:n·o;-,i:"latcly one )'<tar . On 

sc ,,te nbc r ! 8 ~he M d sce rhen :lay came by fo r t heir 
fine. •1lsit t OJ!ethc r. He i s s tt1TJy l o ol:in ~ with s tr
o ng fl'.J t ur~s-•.,;,o th~ r says "blg, hands" . Th e.Se coul d 

equip h !.o !or a C.!~U ... E' i n tr.1.nspon.,itJc-n . 

~ ~ -- T:u.: l"l"b:l,1 ~1a~s 'r;:ini=i~c)rt3t {('In •\ C't of 
1~~.'.i. \J.15 .1:-,,cn,!t:i! l a J9 1 jl hv. ~c>!'t i i i ,, 1 \A• ,. f •Jic ~, 11,r:ie,, 

Tra nApC'IT'tlltion ,\Ct ( P·.ib . L . <):)-)lJG' ) . 1 !, h .1~·n.l:"1t·nt 
arlded Senion IP., a pro1,:,rnm (>ffL•r11:.:, ,..l·,lc-r.,J 11ss lsr 
ancc for r uh l i c t ransp" r t.HtC'ln in r i ,l":'t l :i:HI c:~·.:111 urh
a n lll r C!'as , K~nto:1 nnd C.ampbc.- l l (.(1•m l l (•~ do not :-N•r 
t h f> " r ura l t1n ll s ~.-i)l i;rb a:• " d ,, f! d ~jo:~~ ti·.J\· tfl t !1,· ir 
l,Hf.C urban a r eas. Bo one C,· 11n t •· is r1i.v i ~;ihlc· 11•1 t 1H· 
regul ation~. ih(' f ln r~•nn: Ar- .,· f ~ t •Xl· ]l1(!,,(! ; t i1~ 1~
i.a!.1\..;t: r o( t ac Co11ntv i s i :1(! :1J .:J . ~ .· , ..,;J c; i l , . 
Gr:1nt, °'-'ttn , a nd r,-ndlc-ton Cr,mni l"S r.c,·t th:· n~- . · 
c r itt:r 1i!. 

Application!.£!.~ J.!:. -- Tho- ~·11:; ~1 • T11rclT'..0n , Trt1n
spor t.ltion Pl.in ner , Xort hcrn J.:t· r. t . 1t kv Ar(•.1 r,~·V\ · l e>ri""!, ' l'lt 
01s t ric t i:i. p rcp.ufn~ :in t1p :,.11 cnti o n fo r ::n n lH" rn f.: l'n
t ucky Transit CCI pro vhk t r ;m s po n ai:. i on t et t lit· r 11r :i. l 
cou.itit•S dtc1I ~h Ovl' '-'it h fimd i ng .,~,,.f•q ;:nn· ( n ,- Sc-f'
t!on 18. At .1 r.,<:H !n~ to CXJ;lon~ tlu.: n ·s o11 n·c .~ <" ~l·,·
t i on 18 he J ,J ~\· ;it~•n,t-t.·r lZ Pi:!n<'ll ~ r o n f o~•n t y Juel:--<• F::t•
cut i ve Davtd f' rit~•· : ~· .)!'It! Jo~ePh ~. t.11.nzi llott:1~ A~it:i-;t'-
ant Oirec t or , · ·· rt l"'lt •n t of C.c>r.v,uni t~· ::~•v~ l or,r•<:nt , "~-
one Coun t~· !'it!: the !'O l N:t i .'.tls "f ' c-c:lon I '~ v ith 
stafr fr<-r, ;t,;;,1\ '.)') and '.'iii<'! . fun,![n~: .-.~~ l,;;t ,111c ~ i s nv,-.l l 
a bl c for c ,apit~1l i' !'\1dp,:;,..:•rlt, a dr..i.niscraci vc, <" ClSts , a nd 
operating cC'lsts . 

~ Ht-arin& -- T1-lo pub ll c h t>,1tlnits on Scc-ti<'!l IR 
h a v~ bee,1 s (he\lul c·d to .l<''IUlli nt tl1e ri,uh1 1, Yith chi s 
t r81\Spbrtation pr('i:;r-,"I' and to Invit e the ir rc•s 1).(H'l.ite . 
The f lrs~ vfll bt ~;o ...-c-mbc-r 13, 1 : <:10 p.-i. in Cr:i!lt' f'('l 

unt y . nect'ins a tu is t h<· ~,mk o f Wil l.11u1•.stovo. l'h e 
, ,eco nd '-'il l be riovembe r J~ . 7: 0:l :, . r,, in Carroll Co

u:'Hy , ?!O:!'i°tins; site is tht> Circ u i t r.Lurt r.C'lo -:'I . Tr,m
lli t l ine tt-adc-rs a re invite<! to a t.tc."'l'lrl t hci-c r ub I 1c 
h eArings . 

~ ~ -- Morth ern Kentucky Transit has broker
ed a contract fo r vehi cle mintenance, repair, an,t 
g&S(ll 1ne r,u rch.ose for Northcri\ lt" n r u c k:, C.c>f!'lffl11ni cy Ac
tion Commi ss i on( Through this contract CAC: .... 111 ach
ieve $ubstat1tial S-l'Vin~s on labor And 11M1t N! s ,1winJ;s 
on A,.lsol inc . 111c contract bcc.-.r!1c: effective Octoher I . 
Nort h e rn Kentucky Transit welco:-ies th i s oppo rtunity to 

Figure IV-8 

vor k cooperntivdy with CAC, 

T i c k e ting -- Tick et,i. h a ve b een designed tor the •lder -
1 \" ~ntl the h a nd i ca pped and are av41.loble t hrour,h s oc-
i ~1 servic..,. aiendes. .1ut~ortiins; t ransporta tion . Fir
st t ic:t c t8 t o be used we r e i s s ued by HOP£ ror Co11p 
Ca n: Cl il•nt s i n Ca r roll Councv . fin t date of u s e was 
AuJ,:u1H ! l. Arr3nitenc nt s for t ransportation t ickets in 
Cr.-.:1t Count y have b~en r.iadc with $.?t1i o r Citizens of 
::orth~rn },;,,mc uck y ,nd Comp Ca re . Buff c ol o r tickets 
,•1r~· 1$~ued t o ha n dicappc·d , and liV,c ,srcen to the eld
<'rly , Uid , r as~cngcr is asked t o pres(!'n t the t ick e t 
(;3 c·h r tr.-:t · he/she: b oar ds the bus , and thi:- driver will 
1mnch Liw l?Wc:i.t n umber. Ti ck e t s a rc:t i:i.su,.:J at t h e 
lnq;tnnin,: <" f t he month and c:ollt-cted At the end of the, 
r:;,.mC h. 1•;:--.:,1 ,if the.: c:,ont h ;>un ('h i!d ticket !'> are for,.,,11rdcd 
1,, 11 .. ,)f ik\· o f ~ort h\·rn K,~nlu<:~)· fcJn~it for b i l J l u.i; 
.;m,t ,1111! i I i n ~ 1•ur po$t.>S -

~KV)l'I Rus l our - - l\.lo ~lorthcrn Ke ntucky Tra ns i t bm;;\.-S 
~ ~1t'ITT•s to11rc.J s 1in1fi c.ant oru ctcve l o p-,enu 
tH''I S.c:f'lt\~,:,t,e: c 21. Sus :n 1mbc:tr one label ed " FA.st f r e
i ~h t" 0 1..·cnt to th<'le r-u u l county developments : 'Hee 
l' ii•\,· .i r lrlf:•'• ~~.n io: ti ci ~c:1;,,. ;·., ... ~ .3!~c {~.-.. ~-,...,.,~, ~!.·.-
e r fron t lka-it H i cation (ChC;"lt), Chent bH'ketball C:o-
11rt , !':I v(':--vf c-..• Senior rt ti z.~n Apar t111enc Complc-1- (Car
re\! ) ton) . f .;1rroll County R('Cr e11ti on 'P,11:rk, <'-enera] ~!o

tc-r t- ll'l, 11,s tthl Site (C11.rroll Count y) , Energy Co nscr
vn t ion Prn:.· r.A'II (Owenton) • Owen County/ Owenton Fi re 
Sta t i <'ln, arv.1 AT&T Lon& tines Fac.1J i t~ (Wil liarn.."t o,r.,) . 
!his nur-ber t wo dub bed " Super Sc r e ,-lc." 'Je n t to the&e ur
b;-i;, cm m~ ,· d<"ve l o pm<·nts : R.oone- ~en ton SECT, ~aoJE"WooJ 
Crou :, Hom~ (Burl in~tC'ln), Ash a nd elm Street5 ~,e,1eve l oi:i,
r.,e-nt (Luci low), K~n ton CC"untv Seni or Citizl!n ' s Centt>r' 
{ C:ovinr,t on) , Sa l v11t i on Ar rrry Adul t Da)' Care (~ewport) , 
Sc>t!~hi.•.,H~ Tc•nnis Cour ts, :-.orthern Kentuck y Po rt Auth
o r t t :,o (lH l,in) , For ei~n Trade Zone ( Milder) . Dodswor
t h J.,,111n t' Bri d i:,e, a n d A.J. Jolly Pa rk . Fi nal d u tina
tinn VS$ the Pendl eton Coun ty Countr)' Club where the 
~:KAOD annual r.ieecing \JU held. Drivers repor ted p l ea-. 
a ..int r,t.1ss('ngcrs , and pa .s sen ge r & r e ported c apable co
urteous d r i ve r :s . The 11Super S t rea k " crossed the un
n J11..,,e•l unfini s h ed 1-215 Ohio Rive r Bridg'b at &rent . 

~•~bel Benn ett a n d the: Colden i'l.1 re1 -- Grant County Se:.n

~ o lk t ~ok advan t age of • ul!fter weather t o .~our J.en-
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Business Community 

C011111unicating with the business c011111unity is just as important as it is 

with government. Businesses have a direct effect on local revenues 

and, therefore, systems funding as well . Businesses must understand 

that public transportation is a community service whose presence is 

necessary now and will be increasingly so in the future. 

Goal 

To involve the business community in short- and long-tenn public trans

portation implementation . 

Objectives 

To assume a leadership role in stimulating business participation in 

transportation system development; 

To make the business community aware of the economic impact of pub

lic transportation; 

• To assist businesses in developing and providing for public trans

portation access to existing and new residential and commercial fa

cilities; and 
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• To secure business community participation in transportation user 

incentive projects . 

Projects and Activities 

The most important aspect of developing relations with members of the 

business corrmunity is to use their time and talents well. Plan meet

ings carefully to get their participation and give them something con

crete to do. 

Establish an Ad Hoc Business Committee - Consider developing a list of 

people representing a cross-section of businesses. Hold an infonnal 

meeting with a representative number of business leaders and give this 

group the transportation system "story"--what it is doing; what its 

plans are; how it can help them; and how they can help it. If there is 

interest following the meeting. suggest that an ad hoc corrmittee be 

formed. Such a committee would provide advice. open doors. and help 

push the politicos. Most important. it would serve as a source of good 

ideas and information. 

Produce an Employee Information Packet - Develop a list of major em

ployers located on bus routes. With the employers' cooperation. pro

duce an attractive information packet for distribution. Then solicit 

employers' cooperation in distributing information to all employees on 

a scheduled basis. 
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Devise Joint Promotions - Special free or reduced fares supported by 

merchants during sale days are a great way to involve the business can

munity in a mutually beneficial project. Special fares or free rides 

supported by new busineses or shopping centers might stir up interest. 

too. 

Encourage Participation in Decisions Concerning Facilities and Opera

tions - Encourage businesses to make suggestions regarding shelter 

design. maintenance. materials and location. especially when stops are 

in their i1I1T1ediate area. Collect data to detennine current and poten

tial transit ridership to shopping centers . large employment centers 

and other points of concentration. public and private. The econanic. 

employee. and customer benefits of easy public transportation access to 

facilities should be explained to business management. 

Encourage Programs for Facility Development - Assist new residential 

and colI1llercial areas to construct benches. shelters. and landscaped 

waiting areas. Such developments can be encouraged by providing trans

portation services to these areas and assisting in the design and capi

tal costs required for such facilities . Businesses want customers. but 

they do not want them standing in their door. waiting for a bus. Yet. 

public transportation can have a significant impact on the retail and 

employment centers of the city. especially upon downtown merchants. 

Business needs public transportation and transit needs the business 

conmunity; a cooperative spirit between both entities is required. 
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required. An active role in the design concepts of any downtown urban 

redevelopment improvement project should be assumed by the transporta

tion system. 

Contact Businesses Along Bus Routes - Let the business community know 

that the system is around and concerned about its needs. Seek advice. 

hear complaints. gain support. and always follow up with a letter. 

Encourage businesses to provide rider amenities in proximity to exist

ing and new structures. Develop a modular bus bench and bus shelter 

system so that businesses can purchase units. borrow plans. or allow 

the transportation system to build amenities on private property. Con

sider a mailing once a year to all business along bus routes telling 

them aobut transit plans and asking for information in return. 

Figures IV-10 and IV-11 provide examples of joint transit-business 

promotions. Often. these promotions are a means of introducing new 

riders to the system. Your obJective is not only to get the rider on 

board to try the system. but al so to present a positive system image to 

new riders. to the extent that they will return again and again. Be 

sure your system is ready in every respect before taking on such a 

promotion. 
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ASKFORYOUR 
' •' . . ... 

- SHOPJ\IRIDE 

FREE PASS HOME 
Shop with the 

following uptown 
merchants during their 

Spring Festival: 
Baptist Book Store Lucielle's Vogue 
Belk Merle Norman 
Burger King Purce11's 
Ivey's Reliable Loan 

They'll send you home 
on the bus. 

ASK FOR YOUR 

FREE PASS HOME 

(!JP Charlotte Transit System 
For information call 37 4-3366 

Figure IV-10 



PENTRAN'S 
HOLIDAY 
SHIIIPERS 
EXPRESS 
HOP ABOARD THIS PROMOTION . .. 
YOUR SHOPPERS DESERVE IT! 

PENTRAN'S 
HOLIDAY 

SHOPPERS 
EXPRESS Call Al Richards at 

COMING YOUR WAY I 
and say "Yes, we will hop aboard the 
PENTRAN HOLIDAY SHOPPER EXPRESS 

PENTRAN'S 
HOLIDAY 
SHOPPERS 
EXPRESS 
GEARED FOR TODAY 

Think about this . With !he cost ol <UiV'llng a ca, Sky•roekeMg and Wllh IM COSl 
ol gasoline 9(1'"9 in10 o,bit, you had better s1ar1 thinking 9bo4.11 yoor shoppers 
Their lransponation means wwll have an effec1 on you. fo( shOppers and 
errand-runners, nd1ng the bu$ tS fast becoming '1:he way to go ·· But how can 
you be sure that lhe way your shoppers go w111 00 to your rna,1 o, c.enier? 
One way to get !hem going is to participate in Pentran's Holld,;1y Shoppers 
Exp,ess. 

PROMOTION FOR BOTH OF US 

The beauty ol Pentran's Holiday Shoppers Express is !M l 11 is geared 10 
ben1t1t bOth your center or mall and Perwari We benelil bv increased ridership 
you benelit by .ncrea.sed shopper traffic 1n your cen1er 0t maJI This promo11on 
wilt bnng shoppers 10 you by !he bu:slo.ads 

LEAVE THE DETAILS TO PENTRAN 

Basic.all)', Pen1rati'S Hohday S~rs Expres$1s a prQmQtion in wtuch certain 
b1;ses are marked as participating shopper buses R1oers whO quahty receive 
a tree grft from F>entran lor nding lhe bus. and. beca1.1se a ll partic1pat1ng Doses 
are ctestined for participating shc,l)Ping cenfers a:r.d m al ls . ricers also rocoivo 
fr99 gifts. when they qualrfy. from centers and malts. When boarding a par11c
ipat ing Pentran bus bound for your mall or cenler. t lde1s are gi..,en a card 
which, when puncnad a det&nTIU"l8Cf amot#'lt CM times. q,ualifies them for your gift 

Figure I V-11 

And because eacti part1c1pa1ing cen1_er oc mall wil l 1dealry of:ler different gifts. 
shoppers are en,couragoo lo 11de the bu s 10 shOj:I where they o,dmar1ly would 
not go Adve:r11smg m newsoapers and racho w11i poin t out rovies of par1icipatmg 
!>uses. also. part1etpa1rn~ buses will be easily rec0Qn1zed by ~ ropm11e 
deco ration -or marking We wlll also wotk with you on selecting your gift, 10 
avo ,d duphcal10n So 1ea11e the t1r1v1ng and the details lo us 

MATCHING FUND ADVERTISING 

Can yoo afforo not 10 part1c1pa1e ,n matching funcJadv&rt1s1nq P'OQram lor your 
center or mall? Dollar lor dollar. Penlran will match your hnanc1al 1nves1men1 
1n this promotion Like e..,ery ,nvestment. the more yoo puf into 11. the mo,e you 
ge1 out of 11 It only stands to roasof'} 1ha11f y(M.Jr part1cv lar shopper 91ft is more 
deserab'e !han yoor compet11ors shoppe,s will ride l irst to your mall or ce<1ter 
The real success ct tt\1s p,omoMn "'owe-.,er. depends on the numbe, ol 
11ders we have par11c1pat1ng W11h ma1cn,r,g tond adver11:S1ng dollars and w1t.tl· 
m ore corners and maJls patbClp.a(lng ·.-...@ c.an comp1e-1ety saturate the ?eni0$Ula 
market w ith advert1smg 1n neWspaoers f a<ltO possibly even teJe111s1on. We 
wan1 you . we wan1 all of you to parHc1pa1e m this Penmst,la-wide 
promo11on. The success w111 Oenet,1 :iotr o' us ..., 

THIS PROMOTION IS FLEXIBLE 

Pemran·s Holiday Shoppers E~press can oo gearn<l 10 any high C!en:s,ty 
shopping aay !he Chris.1mas season. Ve1erans Dav. Washinglon·s Birthday. 
you name 11 We env1st0n tnat whC.'l lh1 s pr-omorion c a1Ciles Oil with your 
shoppers. we will have :o put on extra buses to accomoda1e them. More 
rldEH$ fo r us . . more snoppefs ro, ,.ou. Thar s wtlat thrs promotion is all at>out 



Media 

Apart from cooperation in advertising and promotional programs, the 

media can ~so be very influential in swaying public opinion, and pub

lic opinion, in turn, can sway legislators's votes. It is important 

that the media understand what the transportation system is trying to 

achieve and be kept infonned of its activities so that objective, 

knowledgeable reporting can take place. Not all press coverage will be 

complimentary, but if rapport with the press is good, then at least the 

uncomplimentary coverage can be constructive. 

Most contact will take place with newspaper, radio, and TV reporters. 

Radio and TV are the media of the moment, and coordinating emergency 

infonnation with them helps build a good working relationship. For 

example, suppose a rain storm causes an accident that blocks a major 

street and one of your drivers notifies you--call the stations and 

notify them . They, in turn , can warn motorists. Newspapers will carry 

more detailed infonnation, such as plans for the future, employee pro

files, and other in-depth reporting . 

As you begin dealing more directly with the press, do not be discour

aged by negative opinions . Work with the media to turn the negatives 

into positives. Get the media people involved--show them your facil

ity, give them a tour on the bus routes, and give out one-day passes. 

Encourage them to give you objective criticisms and to write the human 
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side of the bus business. Approach them in a positive way--do not be 

defensive--be helpful and straightforward . 

Goal 

To increase public awareness and support by creating a positive and 

cooperative attitude between public transportation and the media . 

Objectives 

• To meet with newspaper editors and radio and TV station managers at 

least twice a year; 

• To mail a letter twice a year to radio and television stations and 

any smaller area publications. encouraging than to call or stop in 

any time; 

• To create rapport with editorial writers of the major publications 

in the area by keeping than up to date from technical points of 

view; and 

• To stay on good terms with reporters through periodic calls. let

ters . and lunches at opportune times. 
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Projects and Activities 

As with other specific areas of the public, the critical aspect of 

relations with the media is good, regular c011111unication. With this in 

mind, establish and maintain an accurate mailing list for all media 

fonns. Press releases related to existing. future. and potential tran

sit activities should be sent to the media on a scheduled basis. Some

thing should be mailed out at least once a month. Send your newsletter 

and your transit system annual report to all media. 

Release infonnation related to next year's budget and plans at strate

gic times. Essentially, this means building up the pace of press re

leases. submission of potential developments. and program acknowledge

ments of the current year's successes and disappointments two to three 

months prior to final budget allocations. This effort requires that a 

specific communication strategy. including objectives. be designed to 

support the plans and budget requirements for the next year. The com

munication plan must be prepared to be modified. if necessary. depend

ing on public and press reactions. 
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Public Information 

This marketing area incorporates user information. sales cOlllllunication 

and merchandising strategies. and printed peices prepared by the sys

tem. These products and strategies are important to the systan because 

they tell the people what the system is and how to use it. Therefore. 

the manner in which they are prepared and presented requires careful 

consideration. Some possibilities for presentation of public informa

tion might include the following : 

Pre~ared User Information Aids - These pieces are your 
met od of conmunicating to the rider about the services 
you offer, and their production is one of the most im
portant responsibilities of the system. 

Media Coverage - Use press releases and encourage in
depth reporting. 

Community Meetings - These meetings are held to discuss 
the city or county's future plans . These are oppor
tunte times to discuss major transportation plans or 
new developments. 

Citizens Advisory Committee - A committee that repre
sents the citizens of your conmunity is an effective 
means to gain objective input. Its function is to 
serve as the eyes and ears of the system; to let you 
know what problems the riders are having; and help find 
ways to solve those problems. The cormnittee can also 
lend an important hand in community votes. distributing 
information and encouraging general conmunity support. 

School Program - Making periodic visits to the schools 
can help. Bring buses to school yards to help explain 
bus riding "etiquette." Explain such things as where 
the buses go, how much a ride costs, how to read a 
schedule. where to wait for a bus, and how to know what 
bus to take. For older children, explain the benefits 
of the sys tern, and ask for their support. Hand out 
schedules and other printed materials. Students are 
good sources for immediate as well as long-range cus
tomers. 
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Goal 

Advertising and Merchandising - This is the "window 
dressing." The real selling piece is all the efforts 
that go into making up the transportation service being 
offered. Advertising is very effective in telling peo
ple about the system and convincing them to try it once 
the preparation of improving services is underway. 

Paid and public service advertising is available in 
most corrmunities . Most newspapers do not carry public 
service display advertising. but radio and television 
stations are very accommodating in this regard. All 
media carry paid advertising. however 

Merchandising is made up of those efforts where you 
encourage use by giving something away or doing some
thing special to attract attention. Examples would be 
giving away free rides. giving flowers away on Mother's 
Day. or having a wedding on a bus. A local advertising 
agency should be retained to help you in these efforts 
in order that a proper job can be done. A local agency 
can help you in many ways. provided that you have some
one on your staff who can spend some time helping the 
agency understand your needs and objectives. 

To develop a public information program that will reinforce current 

riders and educate and persuade potential riders. 

Objectives 

• To define rider and non-rider groups' information needs and motiva

tion; 

• To inventory information needs by rider and non-rider groups and by 

the effect these needs have on the decision to ride; 
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• To design and implement a user information system (on- and off

route) and a targeted sales colTlllunicati on system (promotional) plan 

with available resources; 

To develop a consistent and complimentary image in the community; 

and 

• To encourage participation with the publ ic. 

Projects and Activities 

There are numerous areas of activity under the general heading of pub-

1 ic infonnation. In addition, because of the vital importance of the 

public information program. we have provided details, including design 

criteria, guidelines. and examples. within the text. 

Public Time Schedul es - The public time schedules can be one of the 

most infonnative pieces produced by the transit system. The t ime 

schedule rates number one by consumers among the information pieces. 

Its function is to give the rider the following infonnation: name and/ 

or number of route; route details; time buses leave from route origin, 

destination, and key points along the route; and additional infonnation 

that may be helpful. 
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Because a time schedule can hold only so much infonnationt it can be

come too complicated and unclear. For that reasont design is extremely 

important . Unclear infonnation may be more hannful than no infonna

tiont for this printed piece -is a representation of the systemt and as 

such t conveys an impression to the user about the system. Any chance 

to create a good impression is certainly worth the extra effort in 

planning. 

Design criteria and guidelines include the following : 

Size: A 3- to 3-1/2-inch wide by 7- to 7-1/2-inch high (folded size) 

fonnat is an excellent workable size. Any additional panels needed to 

acco1T1Tiodate more infonnation are also 3- to 3-1 / 2 inches . It wil l 

easily fit in a shirt pocket or pur se. 

Cover: There should be design consistency for all schedule covers. 

Infonnation included on the cover should consist of: route number; 

route name; effective date of schedule; system logo and name ; and 

optional graphic design . 

Route Map : Parts to include on the map are : 

• Base transit route 
• Important streets on which the bus travels and 

others that bisect 
• Important landmarks 
• Zone boundaries 
. Transfer connections 
• Directional arrowt indicating North 
• Arrows indicating route direction t if necessary 
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If cross streets, zone areas or other such information makes the map 

too hard to decipher, these can be screened back . This means that they 

will partially fade into the background rather than being displayed as 

boldly as the base route itself. All words on the map should be type

set; do not use a typewriter . 

The map's location should be on the inside front panel. A legend block 

should appear in one of the corners on the bottan of the map. It 

should explain any symbols or special notations used on the map. 

Time Blocks: The time listings should be placed in the remaining 

available panels. Each horizontal line of numbers should have a ruled 

line dividing it fran the next line. A legend block. as used on the 

map, should be added if there are symbols or notations used in the time 

listings. 

Intermediate Points : Major streets between the origin and destination 

streets should be included as time-points in the time listing. These 

points help riders orient themselves and enable them to more easily 

figure bus arrival times for their stops. 

Daily service should be listed on the inside front panels beside the 

map. Try to list Saturday, Sunday, and holdiay service on the back 

panels. (This is not possible with all schedules.) Some separation. 

either a wide, bold line or a space, should separate A.M. and P.M. 

listings . 
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Other Information: Additional space may be available after the manda

tory pieces have been placed. This space can be put to ·good use ex

plaining fare policies and procedures, holiday service, a new or spe

cial service, or just saying, "Hello, thank you for riding!" Whatever 

use is designated for this space, it should be simple, easy to read, 

and short. For example, a long, detailed explanation of fare policies 

can become confusing. Fares should be able to be explained easily. If 

they cannot be so explained, their canplexity may be a riding deterrent 

and should be re-examined. 

Typeface and Legibility: All parts of the time schedule should be 

typeset. This, in itself, will do wonders for legibility. The type

face used throughout the schedule (with the possible exception of the 

map) should be bold, clear and at least 10-point. If possible, 11- or 

12-point type should be used, as it greatly increases readability for 

many of the elderly. An example of the kind of type that meets this 

criterion is Avant Garde. The smallest typesize on the map can go a 

bit smaller (6-point) if necessary. 

Paper Stock: Paper can also have an effect on readability of a time 

schedule. If too thin, it becomes transparent, the reverse side shows 

through, and it becomes too difficult to read. Therefore, an 80-100 

bound book paper is suggested. 
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Frequency of Change: Riders must be able to rely on time schedules. 

If times keep changing, the transit system must go through the costly 

procedure of repeated reprinting, or their schedules become inaccurate 

and invalid. Time changes can be viewed by the rider as both confus

ing, and even a sign of disorganization. For these reasons, it is 

well-advised to keep schedule changes minimal and restricted to certain 

intervals each year (not more than four}. When changes are made to 

timetables, an obvious change in the cover also should take place. 

This can be accomplished by a change in cover design, color of paper 

stock , or a new, bold "effective date." 

Accuracy: It is mandatory that the time schedule be accurate in f!!Very 

way, fran the map to the time blocks, to any additional infonnation. 

The purpose of the time schedule is to provide clear, concise, and 

accurate infonnation to the rider so that costly infonnation calls can 

be avoided. Inaccurate infonnation reflects negatively on the system 

and its ability to perfonn its duties. It can even be more hannful 

than a lack of information. Therefore, every precaution 100st be taken 

to ensure acc·uracy. 

Printing: Printing is far superior to mimeograph. It helps to ensure 

legibility. There are several alternatives to defray costs. Some 

city/county governments have printing equipment. Since most cities and 

counties are subsidizing the system, the use of these facilities to 

help the budget problems of the system may be looked upon favorably. 
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Many technical and vocational schools offer courses in printing and 

would be able to print the material as a class project. Depending on 

complexity (number of folds. kinds of screens, size and format). some 

of the less expensive quick print shops might be able to lend a hand at 

a low cost . Some of the bigger shops may wish to have the repeat busi

ness (reprints) and offer a competitive price as well. The main empha

sis to preparing and producing the time schedule is. "Keep It Clean!" 

Figures IV-12 through IV-17 present good and bad examples of route/ 

schedule information . It is immediately apparent that the "bad" prod

ucts are cluttered and illegible . while those labeled "good" present 

only the necessary information in a clear, readable fashion . Figure 

IV-18 is a complete brochure borrowed from CARTA in Chattanooga. Tenn

essee . Note the simplicity of design. the legibility of the map and 

schedule , and the extent of additional information about the system 

that is provided in this one, simple brochure. 

Vehicle Signage - The roller sign is an elementary but essential de

vice. It ranks second in importance as a user aid . Its function is to 

let the rider know which bus is which and where buses are going in a 

clear and legible manner. This can be done with numbers or words or a 

combination of the two . The signs should be coordinated with the time 

schedules. 
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12 
Dooedln/Largo 

Dooedln 

Highpoint 

Information 
536.7806 

Effective 
July 'ZT, 1978 

Examples of Good Cover Designs 

3 
Selwyn Ave. -
Plaza Rd. 
Via : Parkdale or Barclay Downs. The 
Square. Dilworth. Belmont a nd ,Pima 
or Hampshire Hills o r Hope va11ev 

Effective July 4 19 7 6 

Figure IV-12 
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FOR MORE INFOMATION 
GIVE US A CALL. 

842-0450 

WE'RE 

ptACES! 
~ 

.Aue..Ji11-J 

Examples of Bad Cover Designs 

EFFECTIVE . SEPT·. i.t·i 973 

10·54·73 

SubJect to Chan ge W ,thuvt NOt •<.c 

For Add i t ion~ • ln lc,n n1.l11on C ..,II 

call 675-4461 

Figure IV-13 

Downtown 
Park-n-1\ide 

Shuttle 

Weekday Service 
Every 10 Minutes 

. / ''Pt1ril111 T,111~111 
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* STARTING POIN TS 

- STATE · FEDERAL LOOP 

- CIVIC CENTER - DOWNTOWN 

I I 11 ALTERNATE TRIPS TO 
HALL Of JUSTICE 

: ,.i.R 
'.'( ).'ORll,l 

.,, 
:ll 
> z 
" ,-
z 

16 
LEGEND 

Bus Roule -
All Bus Roule •■ 
Direchon of Trovel ._ 
Checkpo,nl S101,on O 
- ;·.·. ;,, . .. ,,,.,•. 
Tronsfer Po,nt ►1 

Examples of Good Insert Maps 

f ;. 6 Extension · I
O Statesville Ave 

.,. 
~ -0 
;J, 

-9, 
Double Oaks Paik . 0■.t 

Double Ooks 5 -

Downtown 

Brentwood 
Park 

Public• 
Library 

Crestview 

• St. Alicia 
School 

Figure IV-14 
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SATURDAY From Beatlies Ford Rd. 
to The Square and Monroe Rd. 

8.35 

Q 10 

10.22 

1.22 

2 55 

3'35 

4 .15 

4 55 

5·32 

615 

6.50 

7 30 

8·01 8:10 
8 :4 1 8.50 
9·21 Q30 

10 .01 10 10 
10 4 1 1050 
,; 16 11 25 
11 51 11 55 

FARES. 40C anywhere, anytime. Please ask 
for o transfer when you pay your fore if you 
will be c ha nging buses . 

6 15 

6 50 

7 30 

8 '.5 

8 50 

11 52 

12.52 

4 30 

5 ,o 

5 50 

6 40 

7 35 

8 15 
8 55 

35 

Weekday departures 
Southgate Downtown 

© 
1st 
& 

HIii 

7:20 

8:40 

10:00 

@ 
~•n 

Harrison 

7:30 

8:50 

10:10 

@) 
1st South 

& 
Wheeler 

7:45 

9:05 

10:25 

@ 
S'gate 

Shopping 
Center 

7:55 

9:15 

10:35 

Examples of Good Time Blocks 

Figure IV-16 

SATURDAY 
TO DOWNTOWN SEATTL E 
From Aurora Ave. N, <\nd Green Lake 
N 14S1h St N SSth St 

and and 
Aurora Aurora 
A,. N A..,e N 

A.M. 
A,c,.~ 
.,. ..... , _,.. 
,,. ·"'7,t"' 

6 :22 6:3 1 
6:51 );00 

) ;26 7;3< 
7;56 8,05 
8;26 8:35 
8:56 9:05 
9;24 9:33 
9:54 1003 

10:23 10:32 
10:53 11:02 
11:23 11:32 
11:53 12:02 o.m. 
PM. 

12:23 12.32 
12:53 1:02 

1:23 1:32 
1 :53 2:02 
2:23 2:32 
2:53 3:02 
3;23 3 ;32 
3:53 4;02 
4;23 4;32 
4;53 5:02 
5:24 5:33 
5 :55 6:04 
6 23 s , , 

6:38 6:4S 
7:08 7 : 16 
7: 1 8 7:46 
8 :08 8 :16 

~ 8:46 

@) 
,1st South 

& 
Wheeler 

8:05 

9:25 

9 :08 
9 :38 

10:08 
10:38 
11:08 
11 :38 
A.M. 

,o ,nA 
,,,,. 

1 :47 

9 : 16 
9:46 

10: 16 
10:46 
11; 16 
11;46 

1>: 16 
1°:46 
1.55 

@ 
Brent-
wood 
Peril 

8:15 

9:35 

10:45 10:55 

""'F '"i,;;~2:15; 
;;:1:36 

llfo~55 

,,, 4:'15 

n:e=~ 
,. ' ; ~ 

N 4Sth St 
and 

Stoneway N 

5:10 
S:::4"" 
6;10 
6:39 
):OA 

7:43 
8: 13-
8:43 
9: 13 
9:42 

10: 12 
10:42 
11: 12 
11:42 
12: 12 "-"'-

12;42 
1: 12 
1:42 
2: 12 
2:42 
3: 12 
3:42 
4: 12 
4;42 
5: 12 
5:42 
6 :12 
6:39 
6:54 
7: 24 
7;54 
8:24 
8:54 
9:24 
9:54 

10:24 
10:54 
11 ; 24 
11;54 

12:24 
12:54 

2 :0 1 

@ 
L°ian 

Harrison 

8:30 

9:50 

11 :10 

N 38th St 
and 3rd Ave 

Aurora and 
Ave N Union St 

5 :13 5:25 
S:41 S:: ; l::C:: 

6: 13 6;25 
0 :42 6:55 

7: 11 7:25 
) ;46 8:00 
8; 16 8:30 
8:4• 9:00 
9; 16 9:30 
9:45 10:00 

10 :15 10:30 
10;45 11:00 
11: 15 11:30 
11;45 12:QOn,m. 
12:150.m. 12:30 o.m. 

12:45 1;00 
1: 15 1 :30 
1:45 2:00 
2: 15 2:30 
2:45 3:00 
3: 15 3:30 
3:45 4 :00 
4 : 15 4 :30 
4:45 5:00 
5:15 5:30 
5:45 6:00 
6 :15 S ;'l/l 

6 :42 6:55 
6:57 7:1 0 
7:27 7 .40 
7:57 8: 10 
8:27 8:40 
8.57 9; 10 
9:27 9:40 
9:57 10; 10 

10:27 10:40 
10:57 11:10 
11:27 11:40 ' 11:57 12: 1oa.m. 

12:27 12 :4□ 
12:57 1 :i n 

2 :03 2:15 

Downtown 

© 
1st 
& 

Hill 

8:40 

10:00 

11:20 
,,-,. 12:~il ':12:40-::i 

1:50 ·• 

3:10 

4:30 

5:50 . 

,l) 

2:00' 
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Examples of Bad Time Blocks 
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EAS T BO U HO 
SATURDAY 

"'" ..... ...., "" .. ,. 
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!.:.!!:. SIi e M<C '49c ~-
"'° -ffl-c Ml' m ~7c ii¾c i ~2£ 601c 

11 290 6320 .. , 
622 625 632 634 640 646 6S3 707 
637 640 647 650 6 :16 659 710 

ffi 6~ ~ 22~ H! 212 1.t~ 737 
710 720 729 7<0 

722 725 732 735 ,., 747 755 M)7 
737 740 ,., 750 7:16 7$9 810 

™ 
7~ m m IU uz ~"~ 837 
llo 119 8'0 

122 l25 &32 135 Ml M7 855 - - - -.w· 
&37 ... M7 150 156 1$9 910 
152 m m m 91~ 926 937 
907 921 931 9'0 
922 925 932 935 9'3 . 956 100, 
937 HO 9'7 950 951 1001 1010 
2~Z 1m lffi tfJ 1013 jQU IOJ7 

1007 10 21 1031 10.0 
1022 102, 1032 1035 JOO 10:16 1107 
10l7 1040 10.? 1050 1051 IJOJ 1110 
i ltiZ 1055 ~:~i ll~ ::~ 112! 1137 
110, , 1116 1121 1UJ 1140 
ll2.2 1125 113.1 11:lO 11,H 1159 
1137 llf0 11'8 1151 1159 12Cll ...!.:.!!. 
UH JJ5S 120J 1206 1214, 12Z9 1207 

1210 
L.!!· 1237 
12(1? 1210 1218 1221 1229 123 1 12<0 
1112 1225 1233 1236 1244 1259 101 
1237 mo 1241 1251 "'' 101 110 

l ~ Z 1255 103 106 114 129 '" 107 110 111 Ill 129 IJI l<0 -122 11S 133 136 IU "' 207 
137 140 111 151 159 201 210 
nz 15$ 203 206 "' Zll 237 

"" 210 211 221 229 231 2'0 
m 225 233 236 244 2S9 307--

237 240 241 "' 2S9 301 JI() 
Zll 2,\.'\ ·''" -•~ 314 329 337 

"" 310 318 321 l:zr-.>.JI 3'0 
322 us m 336 344 3S9 • 07 

"' 340 3'I 351 359 401 '10 
...Ja._ 35' "'3 406 ◄14 41! '" ,01 410 .ti 421 429 i.11 ... 
"' 425 433 436 ... ... S07 .,, 

"" .. 1 ◄SI ... 501 StO 
:t:i2 45' 503 506 514 ~i~ '" ,o, 510 518 !21 S19 '31 '40 
m 525 '33 536 ... SS9 607 
53? ... '41 S51 559 601 610 
~:i2 5S5 603 606 ~H 62i 63? 
607 610 618 621 619 631 QjO 
622 62' 633 636 ... 6S9 ?07 
• 37 640 ... 601 0$9 701 710 

1:1~2 65' 703 706 ?lJ 1190 ?230 ?37 
?07 110 111 721 721 731 7◄0 
m 72S '" ?36 ,., 7490 7520 llo7 
?37 740 741 "' ?51 IOI 810 
nz ?S5 I03 ... 113 !12g nig "' 807 110 Ill 121 IIB &JI 8'0 
m m Ill! IIJ6 841 8490 l !lO 907 
137 ... 811 151 •sa 901 910 
1-\12 1 '3 901 m g11 9170 !ZQG 938 ... 901 916 26 929 ~ Q ... 
2.t.1 931 9'6 9'9 9:16 10020 10050 1010 1018 

1005 JOOI 1016 1019 10'26 10J2G 10350 !Qi~ 1~8 ,~ 1031 10.6 10◄9 10$6 11Q2Q........1J.21g 1110 1118 
1105 IIOI 1116 IuJ 1126 1132.0 11J50 1140 1148 

YJ/. JUI 1146 1149 11:16 12020 12050 
A.Jil. 
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I.I$ 131 , .. 1◄9 1:16 "' 12"8 
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"' 732 73' 7'3 7'6 
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p~ 80, !QI • Ii 112 

10 817 a,o 819 '" 125 827 ... ... ..7 
8'0 8'7 850 859 902 
855 '°' -~ 21• 917 
910 "' 929 932 
92S 932 935 9" 9'7 
9'0 .. , 950 959 1002 
955 1002 100, J OI♦ 1017 

IOlo 1617 IIQ20 1029 1032 
1025 1032 1035 '°" 10'7 
10.0 10.7 1050 1059 1101 
1055 
iiiO 

1102 
l llll 

1105 
11:t 

Il l-I 
jJjij 

1117 
(1jj 

ll 25 1133 1136 IIH 11•• 
IU0 lld 1151 1200 1203 
1155 1203 1206 1215 1218 

1210 1218 1221 1230 l23J 
1225 1233 1236 1245 12-18 
l2i0 Ut8 1251 100 103 
1255 103 J OO '" 118 

110 lui J 21 IJO 133 
12S 133 1 36 '" l<I 
i.o 1'8 .151 200 203 
•~s l~ ;!!)Ji 21~ 218 
210 211 221 230 233 
m 233 236 .., m 
2'0 ... m 300 303 
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.110 '" 321 330 333 
m 333 316 3'5 ,.. ,.. , .. 351 , oo , 03 
JS5 .,o •03 .,, . •oo 

-121 " ' 430 
.,. 

-m-
'25 '33 •36 . ., ... 
.. o ... ◄SI 500 503 

;~~ !~i $4\j 
S21 l~ ~18 

>33 
m S33 536 5'S ... 
5'0 ,.. S51 600 603 
m 603 606 6 1~ 618 
610 618 621 6JO 633 

"' 633 036 6'5 618 
610 618 051 700 703 
6S5 702 
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705 
720 

z1• 
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7J2 

72S ?32 735 , .. '" 7'0 "' 750 7S9 I02 

"' 802 oos 81< 818 
8IO 8:17 i82o 829 IIJ2 
8,S 1,, 835 ... .. , 
1◄0 .. , oso 859 902 

'" 902 90S ... 91? 
9lo OIJ ''20 029 9:12 

"' "' 935 ... .. , 
9'0 9'7 9SO '" 1002 
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10,S 
IQ!!:l 
1032 :im 121! , ... I QIZ , .. , 

1005 1102 1100 11 14 11 17 
1125 1132 IJ35 1144 1147 
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Figure IV-17 

ALTA SITA . 
Monday thru Friday 

h . M•ttii .. l'I M•M, 
AM- 5.0S. 39. 
0 .12:,32, 50, 
7,04C, 27, 38HS. 

,0, '6HS, S2M&, SI, 
8, 12. 33 , 53, 
9.13, 33, SJ. 

10.13. 33. S3. 
11.13, 33, .SIC, 
,M- 12,11, U , S.S, 

1.n, n. si, 
2.12, ~n. so. 
J .07, 2,, ~ . 

t:I~,:r: ::: 1:t.'J, 
U,CfjJICf, 7.161, l t, 
I.U , 
us .sst. 

10.44 . 
11.4', 
AM-1,05•, 

I-To AA.in &, Bdwy. 
C- l v, lrnm.cul1te 

Conoptlo n Ch un;h 
• - To 10th I, 8ond only . 
MS- Vi• 2Slh 10 SI. Te,. n 

& Cl• r\ Jr, M,S, 

MI - M;u ovri &. 9ot1d 

l •. St. l -k 
T• MathlM,i MaMt 

(Unlen Oth1rwlM De1ttftat•tl) 
AM- .C . .Clt, 

S.ISt , A3C, 
6 .0lt, 21. 21C, ss, 
7 .10, 23, 38, ss. 
8. 15, 35, 55. 
9 . 15, 35, 55, 

JO.IS, 35. 55, 
1 I.I SC, 35. SS, 
, M- 12.IS, U , " • 

1.IS,I.S, JS, 
2.1s, n .n , 
3.ff, 27C, 34, .sa, 
4.07, 20, 32, 42, JO, Jt, 
S.OI, 21, MC, 41C, 
, .,oc,sot, 
'·" j· 1.10 , .sot. 
t .JO • 

10 . l t f, 
11.ott, 
AM- 12 . .15. 

t -lv, Mein I. Bdwv. 
C-To I mrTIKU11te 

Conu pllOft Ch\lt ch 

Saturday 
l • . M•HliMft Man er 

AM- S.25, 
6.0S, 4 5, 
7 .25 , 
8.05, 4 5, 
9.25, 

JO.OS, .cs, 
11 .25, 

' M- 11,0.S,46, 
1.06,26,56, 
2.2', u, 
l .26. U , 
4.2,, " · 
J .2' J4t 

' ·" )· s,1, 7,:k. 
1.04 , H t , 

,rn1:~'· 
11.Sl, 
AM- 1.Q.4•, 
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FARE INFORMATION 

~t~rcie:s ~~: th~,~~s;~~ ;/~ 
entitled to a specilll discount rate of only 
1.St fare and free 1ransfe.rs, TQkens for 
.s.tuden1s (under 18J i,re a lso availab le 
for 25,. In addit!Qo to the regular fare, 
there. ts a lOt extra zone ch&rge north 

~u~t~i~g(~~~~- i~j~~~~tel and L.ower 

CARTA ROUTES 
Alton Park 

North Chattanooga 
Dallas Heights 

Brainerd 
East Ridge 

Tyner -Silverdale 
Collegedale 

Eastdale 
East Lake 

East Chattanooga 
North Brainerd 

Red Bank 
Rossville - Foust 
Signal Mountain 

St. Elmo 
Northgate 

Middle Valley 
Lakesite 

Soddy-Daisy 
East Ninth Street 

Carter Street 
Golden Gateway 
Amnlcola Hwy.

Murray Hills 
Spring Valley -

Mountain Creek Rd. 
Missionary Ridge 
Lookout Mountain 

PARK n' RIDE 
A corwen:e~ll wa~• 10 commute to 1own 
Md pork for free Simply park your 
ClH in one o f 26 de~ignaled p::'lrkl.ng 
a reas dlstribuled around the Cha11ar.ooga 
a rea, the n r ide i, comfortabte CARTA 
commuter 10 rhe downtown area CART A 
c~res! 

DISCOUNT TICKETS 
Oi$oCOun1 books a re av;:,i!oble a( ;,11 local 
banks, UTC. and 1h~ CART A office -
10 1ickett. fot SJ. 50 Thal's only 35( pe( 
ride. CART A saves.! 

INCLINE 
Ride America's Mos1 Amating Mlle 
Incline cars make 1hr~(' to fovr ; rips per 
hour dail),' 1hrougbout t~ vear. Ample 
free p,a(king is ,illvailable at the low,u 
station. A beautiful wa),' 10 commute 10 
Lookout Mounttiin 

CHARTER 
CARTA buSE:s are avallable for c har ter 
for a minimum of 2 hours. Chaner'ed 
bYses are bllle:d on an hourly r &re.. For 
information call 629-1473. 

JIIOll11IGATE 

., ... 

NORTH GATE 
NORTHGATE 
NORTHGATE 
NORTHGATE 
NORTHGATE 
NORTHGATE 
NORTHGATE 

NUMBER 

629-1473 
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Figure IV-18 

555 100 650 ;05 620 105 
645 130 645 8130 

A720 200 705 210 
,:,, 230 700 710 240 
750 305 715X 310 
805 320 715 B335 
830 335 ,55 605 725 355 
856 :l50 . 730 410 
930 406 ;50 425 

A \000 420 805 440 
1930 435 820 455 
1100 440 835 510 
1130 445 sos 545 
1200 M450 535 935 615 
1230 455 1005 

L505 1035 
M505 550 1105 

515 1135 
535 1205 

1235 

6.50 725 
750 825 
850 925 
950 102; 

1050 1125 
1150 122-'> 
1250 125 

150 225 
250 325 
350 425 
445 ~5 
545 615 
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Vehicle interior or exterior space can also be used as an infonnation 

aid. For example, signs containing such infonnation as the systen 

telephone number, or the fact that schedules have been changed and new 

ones issued, can be displayed . This can be a most economical method of 

advertising for the system. 

Design criteria and guidelines for roller signs are generally accepted 

as follows: 

Size: Sizes are standard among the various coach manufacturers. Be

cause of the small size, this space must be used as effectively as pos

sible. Do not try to put too much information in this space. Make 

certain that what is there reads fast. 

Color: Many different colored screens are available. The important 

factor to consider is contrast. The most co111T1only used are black back

ground with white letters . Other color combinations work well as long 

as the background is dark and the lettering is lighter colored. 

Typeface: Plain, crisp and s1mple letters are easiest to read. In all 

cases, upper and lower case letters should be used. All upper case 

letters are harder to read because of their inability to create a shape 

or fonn that is easily -recognized . An Avant Garde or Helvetica type

face should be used. A medium to bold weight is recommended. 
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Information Level : A route number and/or name are necessities . They 

should be included in both the front and side roller signs. These 

names and numbers must be identical to those on the time schedule and 

any other aids. Many systems have installed a rear box to display the 

route number . This is a convenience to the rider who wants to know 

whether a bus he is approaching from behind is his. Other infonnation, 

such as 11via 2nd Avenue 11 or 11express, 11 can be displayed as part of the 

front roller sign or on the dashboard. Readability should be the de

ciding factor. If including this on the front roller sign makes that 

infonnation too difficult to distinguish, then dash signs should be 

used. 

Transportation systems advertising (self promotion) signage involves an 

entirely different set of criteria: 

Information Level: The signs should be helpful, not confusing. If you 

try to provide too much infonnation, the sign becomes busy or unclear. 

The message should be simple . Leave some background space . That means 

do not fill up the sign with a lot of words. It looks ccmplicated, 

even if it is not! If you have to provide more information, put to

gether a leaflet to go along with the sign in a 11 take-one11 box. 

Legibility: Remember that your outside sign will be read from a dis

tance . That distance can be anywhere frcm a block away to three to 

four feet away. The larger and plainer the type, the easier to 
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distinguish . Again, contrast will be a consideration--a dark back

ground requires lighter colored lettering . Be sure to have your copy 

typeset . 

Maintenance: Usually an advertising contractor has this responsibili

ty. It is important to your system's image that he does, indeed, keep 

the signs and frames well-maintained, for it is the system the public 

will hold responsible . 

Style and Production: If you are going to do it, do it right. Spend 

the time and money to design and produce a quality product. This is 

the one medium you can afford to use daily and it should reflect posi

tively on a continuing basis. 

Figure IV-19 provides examples of good and bad roller signs. The con

siderations involved are similar in vehicle advertising , route maps, 

and schedules. First, include the necessary information (but no more), 

and be sure it is legible and highly visible through contrasting colors 

and letter size. In the bad samples, the route number is missing in 

the first and the contrast is not sufficient in the second . 

Telephones - Telephone information is one of the most used aids in the 

system. It is al so very costly in terms of staff time. Telephone in

formation ranks third in importance. If there is only one secretary 

whose duties include telephone information, much of her time is taken 

up by these duties. 
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Examples of Good Roller Signs 

25 Walnut Hills 3~ 
25 Walnut Hills 

Examples of Bad Roller Signs 

WALNUT HILLS 

Figure JV-19 



The telephone can also be frustrating for the caller , especially if 

there are only one or two phone lines and/or one person to answer 

calls . This situation results in lost calls, long waiting periods and 

prolonged difficulty in getting through to the system. Once again, 

this type of problem can discourage riding. 

It helps to encourage time schedule use . Still, your telephones will 

be heavily used. At some point, it may be cost-effective to hire a 

part-time person to answer phones during extremely heavy calling peri

ods . For the larger system, a future improvement may be the installa

tion of an automatic call distributor (ACD). In all cases, however, it 

is imperative that calls be answered politely, and information given 

accurately and expediently . 

This subject is slightly different from other user information aids in 

that it involves people directly. Giving out information is not an 

easy job, especially when it is only one of many other duties. The 

basic criteria for effective public contact are : speed, knowledge , 

understanding, patience, and courtesy . 

Training for the responsibilities of this job can come fran the tele

phone company, since it delivers seminars on this subject . or it can be 

on-the-job. If it is the latter, there are certain tips the operator 

should bear in mind: 
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. Speak clearly and slowly so that the caller can ab
sorb what is being said. 

• Remain calm even though the person on the other end 
may be upset--try to remember that the caller is 
usually not upset with the operator . 

. Give out the information accurately and expedient
ly. 

• Be familiar with the routes and schedules so that 
you are not fumbl ing. hesitant. or inaccurate when 
delivering information. If unsure, check! It is 
better to ask the caller to wait than to be inaccu
rate. 

. Be cheerful . 

. Remember to say thank you. 

Bus Stop Signs - The basic function of the bus stop sign is, obviously. 

to designate where the bus stops to pick up or drop off passengers. It 

can do a great deal more than that from a marketing standpoint. Used 

to its fullest potential. the bus stop sign ranks fourth among infonna

tion aids . The bus stop sign serves as a visual identity or awareness 

piece for the system. It delivers an impression; therefore. its design 

and maintenance are important. The bus stop sign can also be used to 

deliver more information than the location of a stop. For example, it 

can include the route numbers for buses stopping there; or times when 

the bus stops there; or , at the very least. the telephone infonnation 

number of the system. 

Design criteria and guidelines for bus stop signs include: 
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Size: At least a 10-inch by 14-inch sign is recommended to ensure pro

per visibility. It should be mounted at a height of 7-1/2 feet. or 

whatever local code requirements specify. 

Shape: This element is more discretionary; it depends on several fac

tors. including: the amount of information to be displayed on the 

sign; whether conformity with city street signs is desired or neces

sary; and supplier capabilities. The most common shape used is the 

rectangle. This shape is also common among street signage shapes. The 

circle or square used by some transit systems provides a uniqueness in 

that they are not common among street signage shapes; however, they do 

not provide much space for information. An essential factor to remem

ber when designing the signage system is to give it continuity, to make 

all public transit signs easy to distinguish. This keeps the rider 

from becoming confused by a variety of shapes. sizes and colors. 

Color: The key to remember is to provide contrast for readability. A 

dark background should have light letters for maximum readability and 

visual impact. 

Material: For best visibility and long lasting wear. sign grade alumi

num .080 or comparable is recommended. Scotch-light materials (pres

sure sensitive back base with scotch-light inks). or silk screen print

ing with exterior grade color-fast inks are also recommended. 
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Typeface: Again . the key is to provide maximum readability; therefore. 

a crisp. clear typeface. such as Avant Garde, is suggested for the 

words 11 Bus Stop" and for any other information provided . Sometimes the 

system has a special type used for its name. It is acceptable to also 

use this type for the name on the sign . Other information does. how

ever, need to have maximum readability . 

Information Level: This level will differ among systems for a variety 

of reasons. such as cost. maintenance, scheduling changes. or staff and 

time limitations. It is best to deliver as much information as possi

ble at the bus stop since this can help relieve some apprehensions a 

person may have about riding the bus . There are several levels: 

Level 1 - This is the simplest level; it locates the 
stop for the rider and the name of the tran
sit system. 

Level 2 - Adds the bus route number . 

Level 3 - Adds the bus route name (For most transit 
systems. this is as far as they can afford to 
go on most stops . Transfer points should. 
however, continue to add neccessary informa
tion) . 

Level 4 - Adds the bus route map . 

Level 5 - Adds departure times or vehicle frequency. 

Bus Stop Standard: Bus stop signs, if possible, should be mounted on 

their own standards. rather than on telephone poles and other city sign 

posts. It is important that the bus stop stand out as an obvious place 

for people to wait in comfort for their bus. The height of standards 
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will vary by location in the downtown area. but should be 7 feet in 

residential areas. Wood posts (4 inches by 4 inches) and metal pipes 

and tubes are best for bus stop standards. 

Maintenance: An important thing to remember is to keep signs and stan

dards in good condition . Well-designed and maintained signs are a 

credit to the system; they leave a good impression in the public's mind 

and create confidence in the accuracy of the information being pro

vided. 

Figure IV-20 provides several good and bad examples of bus stop signs. 

Note the attempt to extend the public infonnation effort through route 

numbers and even schedules on the signs. In some cases, transportation 

systems have indicated a combination of route numbers and frequency of 

vehicles (i.e •• every half-hour) rather than complete schedules. 

Map - The system map is both an infonnational tool and an awareness 

piece. It not only provides the rider with information about individu

al routes. but also shows the extent of the system services. Maps can 

look very complicated if too much detail is put on them or if the 

infonnation is not properly displayed. A complicated look will make 

the rider feel apprehensive and even discourage usage. It is. there

fore, most important that the map orient the rider, display the routes 

clearly, and be easy to use. 
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iowa transit 
224 8877 

C3 
C4 

BUS 
STOP 

BUS 
STOP 

TOW-AWAY 
VIOLATOR 
VEHICLES 

Examples of Good Bus Stop Signs 

I 

iowa transit 
224 8877 

Examples of Bad Bus Stop Signs 

B 
u 
s 
s 
T 
0 
p 

Figure IV-20 
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Design critieria and guidelines for system maps include: 

Layout: Simplicity is, once again. the key. Do not try to show every

thing--this is a transit map. not a street map. But do try to show 

enough to give the rider adequate orientation. The important items to 

include are: 

• All transit routes and the streets on which they 
travel 

• Major intersecting streets 

Identifying geographical points (e.g .• rivers. 
large parks, buildings . schools. shopping centers) 

• Other secondary streets that help individuals orient 
themselves 

Showing all these items on a map may sound too complicated . Screen 

back (lighten) some of the elements and use different type sizes and 

line weights. Make the transit routes a different color from the 

streets or make the route lines bolder . This will allow you to show a 

great deal more detail. yet still look clear . 

Keep the map as schematic as possible. Do not show every curve in the 

street. just major turns. Make it look simple--the rider does not want 

to think he is going to take all day to get home. Design it so that it 

folds to a pocket size. A 3-inch by 7-1/2-inch panel (schedule size) 

can be used in a map that unfolds to 15 inches by 15 inches or larger, 

if necessary. 
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Cover: Coordinate the design with other transit system printed pieces. 

If the time schedules have an illustration, use an illustration on the 

map cover. Information to include on the cover is: system name, ad

dress, and telephone number; title; effective date; graphic design; and 

logo. 

Insert Map: Most transit systems use the downtown as the central load

ing area. Much shopping and business takes place here. For that rea

son. it is often necessary to prepare an insert or enlargement of that 

area for the reverse side of the map. If this is done, it should show 

major attractions, to help riders orient themselves. (See attached 

map, Figure IV-21.} 

Brochures/Newsletter - Brochures range from one-page flyers to duo-fold 

leaflets to multi-page books. They can be used to explain how to ride 

the bus, or to introduce a new service. or to communicate with the pub

lic about transit news. The latter is a newsletter. It usually con

tains information about contemplated changes, an explanation of fares. 

a report about increased ridership. or recognition of a courteous 

driver. These types of publications create and maintain a good commu

nication process with the public and employees. C00111unication builds 

understanding and eases apprehensions that could discourage ridership. 

Design criteria and guidelines for brochures and newsletters include: 
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Format: To maintain continuity among printed pieces, it is a good idea 

to use a pocket-size 3-inch by 7-inch format. This size will easily 

fit standard "take-one" boxes or schedule distribution racks and is 

easier for the rider to handle. If distributed at other outlets. it 

also takes up less room. It is advisable to get some outside assis

tance from a local advertising group or graphic designer so that a 

quality product can be developed. 

Other Information: You may find yourself with extra space because your 

insert map. located on the back side, will not be as large as your 

overall system map . Here. again, you have an opportunity to provide 

some helpful information. such as: 

• Points of interest (by route) 
• Where to buy tickets 
• Operating hours 

Information number 
• How to use the map 
. Fare structure 
• Transfer points 
• Special services 
• Thanks for riding 

Colors: Two colors are practically mandatory for legibility's sake. 

Four-color process printing is most desirable. Some systems need 

colors to signify different types of services or to show different ser

vice areas . Dotted or broken lines may distinguish route differences 

instead of color, and screening back (lightening) detail may reduce the 

need for color. 
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Typeface : The same typeface used in the time schedules (Avant Garde-

at least 8-point) should be used on the map. The type size scale (for 

various designations) should be worked out by order of importance to 

the reader . 

Artwork : Use a professional cartographer or adapt, with written per

mission, an existing map used by other operations . 

Paper Stock : Paper quality should match that of the time schedules, 

80-pound to 100-pound book. 

Approach : Whether preparing a newsletter or an introduction to a new 

service , professionalism should be uppermost in mind. If using art, 

make it professional. Do not sit down and do a free-hand caption--let 

those who are trained do it . You will look more professional and so 

will your operation. Write the copy simply . Do not go into unneces

sary details. If you do not write this type of thing well, rely upon 

your volunteers or get outside help . In the long run , you will save 

money because people will respond better to something they understand . 

Printing: Do not mimeograph these pieces. Even quickprint is superior 

to mimeographing . Once you have gone to the time, effort and expense 

to prepare these things, follow the project through with quality . 
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Continuity: This point was mentioned earlier with regard to keeping 

the printed pieces alike . It is. true with brochures, too . Although 

subject matter may differ, the printed piece should project an iden

tity. Each time a person sees a brochure prepared by the system, he 

should know that it is by the system. This can mean that all your 

pieces have a consistent design on the cover, or that your logo is 

al ways at the bottom of the cover. In the case of a newsletter. pre

pare a masthead that is used for the front of each issue . 

Figures IV-22 through IV-26 are brochure/newsletter examples. 

Posters - Poster or counter cards are used to display information in 

public areas . Many times they are used to promote awareness of service 

rather than details or infonnation about service. Infonnation display 

can, however, be one of their uses. Schedules of departures from a 

major shopping area, for example, is one such infonnational use. Post

ing information, such as which routes leave from a major location like 

a bank or a City Hall , is a common use. Other information, such as lo

cations of ticket or pass sales outlets , would also be an effective use 

of posters. 

Posters follow the same general design criteria and guidelines as other 

printed pieces produced by the system. Some guidelines specifically 

for posters include: 
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THE CAPE COO REGIONAL TRANSIT AUTHOR ITY 

The CCRTA is your Regional Trans1i 
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formf!<J in 1978 by' tl'le rowns of Cape CO<J 
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rion of puoflc r,ansportation servrces pro 
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THE 
CAPE COD 

REGIONAL TRANSIT 
AUTHORITY 

If yoLJ nave Quesr,onsor comments regaro• 
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Ro/Jert P Wa,ren. AOmm,straro,. Ca~ Cod 
REgt0nat r,anSJt At.1tll0t1ty P 0 . Boi 318 
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A Team of Professionals Bringing Publ ic Transportation t o Cape Cod 
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Further Information 
11 you have ques.t1u1H co11i;~n1111g the SET 

P rogram, please c:onrnc:t the Lanca.ster Integrated 
Spec:1a li2t}(t Transport.i11on System !LISTS) at 
291• 1243 0 1 the Red Rose Tra nsit Au1hoflt Y 
(ARTA) ai 397-4246 

Effective July Z, 1979 

SET 
Special 

Efforts 

Transportation 
Program 

for Handicapped Persons 

INFORMATION BROCHURE 

Introduct ion 
In order to i:lss,st s81111 and non-ambulalory 

handica1>1>ed 1>ersori s. ,n f11lldlmg their transpor 
t.iuon needs and to meet requuc1nellH01 Sec:11on 
5 of the Fede ral Urhi:ln Mass Transportation Act 
o1 1964. th1i S 1,er.;,a l Effo11s lransportation 
($En Ptog•am w<n established by the Ae<I Rose 
TranM Aul11(1r1ty i RRTAt for t he Lilncaste-r 
Urbanized Area. 'fh1-s Pro9ra 111 1>e11n1u eligible 
ha11dic.1m1>ed 1)e,sons hr , 1de vehtcle-s operated by 
car,1(1rs m the S ET Progrcun . Upon proper cert1 
l1cat1on h<rn<hci11->1->ed µtrwns w,11 be ,u11ed SET 
1,ckets allo wing u-se ol the ~r.,.,ce by p1e$e1nin9 
a t1<:ke1 ;rn(I ,11 504 fare t c) 1he vehicle operator. 
Ttm servic e 1s ava,lc1hle 10 certified per$on-s tor 
ge neral 1>ur-pos.e t rip~ SllCh as: medical, WO(k, 
snoprmg. hanking. 111s1tmg fr ie nds, rec,ua110,,, 
et <: . 

Eligibility 
Per sol\, who c,wnot uie 1ii ,h l1c t1;ms1io ,1a11on 

(tue to .- me111,, t o r phys,cal (!1s.ilJ1l1ty a,e ehg,l>le 
lor 1h 1s Prog,am Upoo proper c.en1l1cat1on by ;)rt 
au tho, 1zed soc,a1 ser~u::e agency SET t ,cket-s w ill 
l>e p,ovrded wallow u~e o f the P,ogn:im, Present 
c.er11fy1ng <1genc1es are th!:- 011,ceol Aging .SON. 
Oukt: S1 _ l 3nc.a-s1e,, 799 79 791 anci United Cere• 
br.il !>;11-sy i 2'26 W Chcs,nut St . L3rlC3Ste,. 
397 184 \1 If you feel you may be eligible for 
ttm Pro9ra 1u _ p lN1s~ <::311 o ne of these certifying 
,ige:nc ,es 

Prugrarn Exemptions 
Penons w ho .ir~ mt.'Hl <1 tly 3,,(11)hy$1cally capa

b le ol usi,,9 J)1)1ll11;.11amporcat1on are no t eligible 
for 1, ansportatton wider !he $ET Program. Elt
gib le persons no w 11rov1ded 1,an1portation under 
an ""x1stin9 social service agency program a ,e only 
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eligib le 101 'SET' t nmsportation t or t,ips not p,-o
vided hy the socia l service agency. The S~T Pro
g ra,ri will Mt re1>lace ~my ~ciat Se~ 
e.!'.ogram. 

The SET P ,ogram will nu1 cover mterurban, 
charte,, .spec ial o, e )l;cu,sion services ,nd will be 
p ro vided only with in the Lancaster Urbanized 
Area defined as the i!lrea w 1thm t he second .tone 
bo•.mdary of the A R T A bus system. 

T h1-s senic.c w,11 be offered to eligible handi
eapped perso ns Mo nday through Satu rday lroni 
5:00 a .111. mH1I 7:00 1),ril , SET H~nsportatio n is 
not available on Sundays , o, on the foltowing 
hol1days.; New Year'i Dav. Memorial Day, Fourt h 
o f Ju ly. Labor Day_ Thank s~•vn~ .ind Chostmas 
Oil'f. 

Fare 
T he fan~ to1 1>erwm qual1fy1n9 lo, lhe p rogram 

,~ 50~ per one way t r11}. 11c-k eH w ill be provide<! 
at 1he 1inte ol ce111l1cat1on aoc1 must be pre• 
serHed, along with the 50d hire, 10 the Yehicle 
ol)6ri'ltor u1xm boa rtl1f19 the 11eh,de. 

Arranging Transporl.ation 
Once c.ert1f1e<1 and t1c kea are rece1Yed, trips 

must be ,uranged 24 hou, s 111 adYance. Monday 
trips mus1 t:>e ,u range<1 no later thvrl the 1>reyinus 
Fr iday o r Saturday. U you mus1 --:c1F1r.~I a Qre 
... ,o u~ly arr ;cu,9ed l l lP. do 'S O at IN,,l v r)f! hllll• 
before the t1 11, 1~ t<J nccrn . To arrangu ytJur trip 
or cancel a previously ;,u anged t11p 1)leas1> c.111. 

F11enclly 1 a,u 
392-8433 



May 5, 1980 

APRIL BUS RIDERSHIP SHOWS 23% INCREASE 

Charlotte Transit System (CTS) bus ridership continued its upward climb with an increase of 

23.38% or 111,690 more riders as compared to April, 1979 figures. 

A total of 589,300 revenue passengers were carried by CTS during this period. April was the 

ninth month out of the past ten months that revenue passengers exceeded the 500,000 mark. 

Express bus ridership increased 439~ 78% over April, 1979 totals when 38,146 riders used the 

City's nine express routes. This represented a half a percent increase over those riding expresses in 

l\farch, 1980. 

Sales of monthly bus passes (TRAC) also increased ir1 April by 216.37% over April of last year. 

April was the second month in a row that over 1,000 TRAC passes were sold, ·with 1,182 bus riders 

· buying passes. 

For the first 10 months of CTS's fiscal year (July, 1979 -_April, 1980), total revenue passengers 

increased by 20.63% when 932,067 more passengers were carried over the same period last year. 

Express buses transported 223,851 more riders - an increase of 441.03% . than were carried 

from July to April last year. Sales of TRAC passes also increased by 186.23% during this period. 

For more information, contact : 

Mary Jackson, Director of Marketing 
Charlotte Transit System 
374--3234 

--30 -
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Transportation Update 
in Westchester County: 

Westchester County Progress Through Partnerships 
By Joseph J. Petrocelli 
Associate Planner 

Westchester County 
Department 

of Transportation 
As the Westchester Coun

ty Department of Transpor
tation (WCDOT) moves 
ahead to improve transpor
tation, we are guided by the 
goal of providing a balanc
ed, environmentally sen
sitive , network of safe, 
economical and efficient 
transportation for the 
residents of Westchester 
County. 

While during the past few 
years the cost of acquiring 
new e quipmen t, main
taining, improving and 
operating existing facilities 
and builaing new ones has 
increased dramatically, 
Westchester County has 
responded positively to the 
challenge . 

The programs we have 
implemented over the past 
few years , and those we will 
implement in the future, are 
all designed to maximize the 
resources available to us. 
The County's_ philosophy; 

therefore, has been to work 
through a series of 
partnerships with the 
federal, state· and local 
governments as well as the 
private sector to plan, 
finance and implement the 
improvements necessary in 
achieving our goal. Working 
through partnerships has in 
the past and will continue to 
be in the future one of the 
most viable strategies 
followed in bringing aoout 
concrete improvements to 
the County's transportation 
system. 

Bus Transit 
Coordination 
and Innovation 
Westchester County will 

continue to provide bus ser
vice to approximately 24,-
000,000 passengers in 1979 
t h r o u g h a u n i q u e· 
public/pri vale partnership 
whereby 16 privately own
ed companies - under con
tract to the County - are 
responsible for the day-to
day operations of the transit 
sys tem and the WCDOT is 
responsible for the manag
ing, pl~nning~ fi~ancing and 

equipping ot the system. 
Under this arrangement, the 
County - with financial 
assistance from federal and 
state partners - provides 
operating assistance and 
capital equipment to the 
private operators. Thus, the 
contracts with each of the 
individual companies par
ticipating in the operating 
assistance progr·am enables 
the County to specify the 
details of the transit ser
vices (i .e. routes, schedules 
a nd fares) to be provided by 
the private operators . 

Since the cr1~atian ., r tht! 
Department of Transit in 
1970 - renamed the Depart
ment of Transportation in 
1974 to reflect its involve
ment in highway and niii 
matters - bus transit in the 
County has evolved from an 
uncoordinated network of 
bus routes with a variety of 
complex fares into a coor
dinated, tightly managed 
"system." Management im
provements have included: 

1. Elimination of a ll zones 
and zonal fares; 

2. Institution of a stan
dard $ .50 fare on all routes 

of the intermuni c ipal 
network and $ .35 on all Per
sonalized Local Transit rou
tes (the only exception being 
certain intercount y routes) : 

3. Implementation of a 
$.10 transfer charge 
between any two connecting 
lines regardless of which 

. company operates the ser-

. vice; · 
4. Production of a system

I wide transit map; 
· 5. Development of un

iform timetables for all the 
C:ounty's bus ro1:1tes; 

' 6. Provision ol a monthly 
I 20-ride commutation book 

($9.00/book) and an un
! limited use monthly bus 
1 r.ass cal led the 
: 'PASSPORT" · 
j ($20.00/month): and 

7. Provision of a 
"HomeFree" pass. 

, The 20 ride commutation 
, book, the unlimited use 
" 'PASS PORT" and the 

Commuter Rail 

."HomeFree" pass a.re just lprovements ,rnd changes so 
· three innovations to [that rail lines will serve a 
Westchester's t ra n s it :[oc;il need and will obvia te 
s ystcm that have mt~de t r,rn- \the nece_ssi t y for_ the_ County 
sit use more convement. . · ,to p rovide duplicating ser-

While th~ principal 
:-esponsibility for providing 
rail service rests with Con
r;:iil under contract to the 
l'vletropoiitan Transporta 
tion Authority (MTA). the 
County has a direct interest 
in the service provided. Un
less this service is reliable 
and economical. 
Westchester will cease to be 
a desirable place for New 
York City workers to live 
and this in turn will have an 
adverse effect on the real es
t ate values and the 
economic development of 
Westchester County. 
Moreoever, the rail lines do 
not now serve a local func
tion principally because of 
d isproportionately h igh 
fares for short distance, 
intra-County travel. In_ re
cent years, therefore, the 
County has requested the 
MTA to make im-

1vicc on its bus system. 

Figure IV-26 



Size: Nothing smaller than an 11-inch by 13-inch poster should be pro

duced. This size is easily visible and readable, yet not so obtrusive 

that a store would refuse its posting. 

Format: It should be typeset in at least 12-point type. While some 

liberties can be taken with style , it is best to use simple, readable 

faces. Once again, continuity among printed peices should be adhered 

to. The poster should look like it comes from the same faimly as other 

printed peices. Remember to leave some open areas (white areas). A 

poster is like a transit ad--make the message simple. 

Printing: Posters can be printed or silk screened. Generally, when 

small quantities are used along with multiple colors, it is less expen

sive to have posters silk screened. Single color or larger quantity 

runs (200+) most often can be most economically produced by a printer. 

The advantage of using posters is that you can get your information to 

outlets other than transit facilities, thus increasing your chances to 

be seen by non-riders. When you produce such professional pieces, you 

want to make sure the public receives them. Following are some methods 

for distributing printed aids: 

• Schedule or Brochure Racks - Made from plast ic or 
wire, these are holders for pocket-size brochures, 
schedules, maps or the like. They can be mounted on 
the bus or be free-standing and placed in other pub
lic places, such as banks. They can be custom-de
signed or purchased in standards sizes fran transit 
suppliers. 
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• "Take-One" Pockets - These are cardboard pockets de
signed to be attached to counter cards or interior 
transit ads . 

• Utility Mailings - Working with utility companies 
can be most cost-efficient. The bills go out any
way; an inclusion is easily handled. It provides 
you with a broad-based contact in the c0111Tiunity at 
limited cost • 

. Door-to-Door Handouts - This method is usually the 
least effective because it is costly and time-con
sumi ng. 

Figures IV-27 through IV-31 are examples of posters designed to serve a 

variety of purposes. 

Paid Advertising - Paid -advertising is time or space bought on radio/TV 

or in print. Because of the high costs involved, it is used more for 

promotional or awareness themes than for information dissemination. 

Print can be used more easily as an information aid than can radio/TV. 

For example, a reprint of time schedules can be placed in the paper. 

Public service coverage is free time or space fr001 the media. It is 

generally more common to see local transit news rel eases in print, 

rather than public service display advertising. Radio and television 

stations will carry news items but will also provide time for public 

service announcements. 

Design criteria and guidelines for Newspaper Ads include the follow~ 

ing: 
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EJ;,,, I·' r ~i l /~I ~ 
K] ti];:.-::;.; :·:: . ' ::< .: .. : -.. .. ... :~;,>.:;,~: .... ~-.. ., ... -.. ,: ;-,1,:1 . -1 

Save money, save gasoline, 
and keep going. 

Riding on Kart is the newest way 
to get around in Kings County without 
the bother of cars or the cost of gasoline. 
Our buses are new, so is our service. With 
KART, you can travel town-to-town or 
door-to-door in Avenal, Corcoran, Hanford, 
and Lemoore. 

Our fares are low .. . No trip costs 
more than $1 ! Look for our brochure for 
complete details on fares and schedules. 

Be Smart, Bide KABT - !'reef 
Get to know your bus service. Use 

the coupon below for a free ride on KART. 
Let us take you shopping, to the doctor, 
the lawyer, the train - wherever you want 
to be. Travel is easy when you choose the 
smart, KART way. · 

1••·······-------··---.. ■ FREE Ra CCUON ! ■ I 
I T1lY US - 011' 1181 You'll see how smart 
I r iding on KART really is. Call KART at 
I 548-0101, twenty-four hours 1n advance to 

I be picked up. Hand our driver this coupon 

I and you travel one way for nothing. For 
.W. your return trip, our regular lo-w fares 

I •~~ apply. Coupon good June 16 - 27, 1980. 

I ~ . If you plan to use KART regularly, 
I ~~ save additional money with our 
I rLm discount KART pass. Ask our driver 
I transit about it. 

I FREE Ra CCUON ! ··········--------·---.. 
LEtvOORE 

~ 
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You're home free 
on A I f I ::; with your 
Shoppers Free-Ride-Home ticket! 

I <,>r, 
~"-· 

• • ..... ....;-•..., ':.,-::-v,,, 

~RC~T~ 611,u) Rn'ER 
TRANSIT SW'wrEII 

\ 
l 
l 
+-· I ..... __ "·-----... 

' ! 1 
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~ .... JI.~·_, COLT brings you ••• . 

• R.ELIABLE 
e S·AFE 
e CLEAN 
Bus Service · 

Figure IV-29 



<ilflNOtl(EM 
THESE CITY BUS 
ROUTES WILL BE 

AFFECTED BY 
JUNE 2 nd 

CHANGES: 
2,8,12,13, 

16, 17, 29, 39X, 
qsx, 66X, 12x. 

For Infor111ation: 
• Get a new ti111etable 
• Ask your driver 
• Call 37 4-3366 

DON'T MISS 
THEBUSI 

<iJt Charlotte Transit System 
Figure IV-30 



NOW YOtJ CAN GO 
CROSSTOWN.WITHOUT DOING 

THE SQUARE ROUTE. 
March 3, 1980, Charlotte Transit's Route #29 will 

become Charlotte's first crosstown route - with no trans
ferring] at the Square. And, look at al l the other route 
connections available.We're making it easier all the t ime. 

Route #29 is the latest in Charlotte Transit's efforts to 
give you the best service we possibly can. As fuel becomes 
more scarce and more expensive, it seems that Charlotte's 
future is riding on our buses.We pledge our best efforts to 
filling that need. 

For more information about Route #29 and other route 
changes: get a new timetable, ask your dr iver or call 
Charlotte Transit Information at 37 4-3366. 

@JP Charlotte Transit System 
Charlotte's going places and Charlotte Transit'II get you there. c,,,,,,a, 

Rte 4 

Woodlawn 

UNCC . 

Eastland 

OTHER CITY BUS ROUTES AFFECTED 
BY MARCH 3rd CHANGES: 

2,'I, 39X, 'IOX, q9x, SOX, 6qx, 65X 
(ROUTE #29 REPLACES 49X) 
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Continuity/Theme: Each ad should be prepared as part of an overall 

campaign. Do not create it in a vacuum; make it a building block to 

achieving the end set forth in your stated objective. If your goal 

this year is to build off-peak hour ridership and an objective is to 

make the public more aware of your service, do not prepare an ad about 

co111Tiuter passes; prepare an ad about your discount fare from 9:CID A.M. 

to 3:00 P.M. or your special shopper's shuttle service . In other 

words, plan your ads to work with your projects. 

Approach: Think like the rider. What would you want to know if you 

were going to ride? Remember that your system is a public service; you 

must come across as such. Do not be mysterious and do not use jargon. 

Use words the public can understand. Be as professional in your ads as 

you are in your service. Here, again, you are judged by what image you 

project. 

Layout Presentation: Try to prepare a format that you can use each 

time so that your ads are easily recognized. That may just mean using 

your logo in the bottom right-hand corner each time, or using the same 

size ad each time, or even preparing all ads with a border around them 

and a certain style art . 

Type: Be sure to either typeset the copy or use a good electric type

writer to ensure professional looking ads. If necessary, get the art 

department form the local newspaper or your local advertising agency to 
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lay out the ad for your approval. Remember to leave some white space 

so it does not look too complicated. 

Frequency: Obviously, this depends upon budget. Work with your local 

media representative to determine the best day, week and month to ad

vertise and the best location in the paper. Translate that information 

and the costs into budget terms in order to make your decisions. 

Design criteria and guidelines for Radio/TV ads include the following: 

Continuity/Theme: Radio/TV ads should also tie in to an overall cam

paign effort. They must not, however, attempt to achieve their central 

purpose by the same means as a newspaper ad; they are different media. 

Here, the message must come through quickly and simply. Use key words 

or phrases that are also used in newspaper ads so that connections are 

made mentally. 

Approach: Preparing radio or TV ads requires at least some profession

al advice. The media will supply this to you (on a limited basis) be

cause you are spending money with them. Do not expect them to go to 

elaborate lengths--that is what advertising agencies are for . But if 

your budget is limited, the media people can at least smooth out the 

rough edges for you. They know what works. 
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Presentation: Use professional voices. even if they are local disc 

jockeys. They are trained to be understood and to emphasize the right 

words or phrases. Take their advice (or that of an ad agency) regard

ing copy approaches or tone. They are the professionals in that field. 

Time/Frequency: Again, this element depends upon budget and ad pur

pose. When trying to reach housewives. mid-day spots (spot announce

ments) are good. Commuters are better reached from 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 

A.M. and 4:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. Your research will tell you who you 

want to reach. Your theme should be designed to attract your audience 

and the media time must also fit. Sit down with the media representa

tive and find out when you can most effectively spend your money to 

reach that audience. Do not spend all your budget at once. Spread it 

out even if you need to be off the air a week, then on a week . Repeti

tion builds reputation. 

Figures IV-32 through IV-41 provide media ad ideas prepared by Michigan 

DOT. 

Public Service Advertising - The types of advertising that are usually 

accepted by all the media as public service include the following 

items: 

Announcements: 
Route changes 
New services 
Expansions (new facilities development) 
Equipment additions 
Employee hiring/retirements 
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I 
• 

Come On ••• Ride The Bus. 
You'll get much faster service during our 

"off-peak" hours from __ to _ and 
_ _ to _ . Join our wait reduction pro
gram. Call during off-peak hours. Thanks! 

Call 000-0000 

LOCAL BUS IMPRINT 
F i g u re I V - 3 2 

Traiuporlalion Makes Michigan Move 



-

Bide The Bus 
If you're a handicapper ... 
we've got a sure way to get you 
just abou t anywhere you want 
to go around town. Call for a 
lift-equipped bus, and we'll pick 
you up right at your door. Our 
buses give you the freedom you 
want ... at just 25~ a ride. So 
come on! Ride the bus. 

Call 000-0000 

LOCAL BUS IMPRINT 

Figure I V-33 
Tranaponatlon Makes Michigan Jlove 



,., ..... . 

I 

Call A Bus. Just about anywhere you aim to go around town, we're 
going your way. So give us a call and ride for just 50~ (only 25~ for 
children, seniors and handicappers). We'll pick you up at your door 
and take you to your destination. Try us, you'll Uke us. 

Call 000-0000 

LOCAL BUS IMPRINT 
Figure IV-34 
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So Come On ••• 
Ride The Bus 

Big or small, short or tall, it's so easy to call 
and have us pick you up at your door . We even 
have lift-equipped buses for handicappers. Call 
us soon ... and see how nicely we fit your 
travel needs a.round town. 

Call 000-0000 

LOCAL BUS IMPRINT 
Figure I V-35 
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• 

• 
Call for a pick-up by bus. We 

travel right in your neighborhood, 
and we'll take you just about any
where you want to go. Like a 
friend! Next time you need a ride, 
call a friend. Call a bus. 

Call 000-0000 

LOCAL BUS IMPRINT 
Figure IV- 36 
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Call A Bua. Today, more than ever, the bus is one of your best trans
portation buys. Find out why. Now! During National Transportation 
Week. Just call and have a bus pick you up. We'll take you almost any
where you want to go for just 50¢ (25¢ for seniors, handicappers and 
children). Call today! 

Call 000-0000 

LOCAL BUS IMPRINT 
Figure IV-37 
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__ <n_a._m_e_) __ became our 
100.000th rider on 

(da.te) • Every da.y, 
more folks a.re discovering 
the convenience of riding 
the bus. Ca.11 us for a. ride 
soon. We're going your 
wa.y! 

Call 000-0000 

LOCAL BUS IMPRINT 
Figure IV-38 



Badio Copy 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

Use Cut# ____ 3 __ 

ANNOUNCER : 

t1, \ C M I G,t. 

~, Michigan Department of ~tion 
4r,1'Afr M t■•••~ 

COMMERCIAL NO.: 0 0 6 
SUBJECT /TITLE: 

' LENGTH: 

Handicapper 
:10 Bed for :30 Spot 

AIR DATES: 

Jingle Opening 

IF YOU'RE A HANDICAPPER ... YOU 

CAN RIDE 
(name of bus) 

FOR JUST 25 CENTS. OUR SPECIAL, 

LIFT-EQUIPPED BUS CAN TAKE YOU 

JUST ABOUT ANYWHERE YOU WANT 

TO GO. CALL US! 

Jingle Closing 

### 

Figure IV-39 



Radio Copy 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

Use Cut#--'2=----

ANNOUNCER: 

.,etuc,.,. 

~I. Michigan Department of ftanapoltation 
~,,.-, 0, f■.~ 

COMMERCIAL NO.: 003 
SUBJECT/TITLE: We Fit All Sizes 

:52 Bed for :60 Spot 
LENGTH: 
AIR DATES: 

Music Under to Jingle Close 

NO MATTER WHETHER YOU'RE BIG 

OR SMALL ... SHORT OR TALL ••. THERE'S 

A BUS IN TOWN THAT FITS BOTH 

YOU AND YOUR WALLET ... PERFECTLY! 

IT'S 
(name of bus) 

WE FIT PERFECTLY INTO YOUR 

SCHEDULE TOO. SIMPLY CALL US 

ABOUT ___ MINUTES BEFORE 

YOU'RE READY TO LEAVE. IN 

MOST CASES •.. WE'LL PICK YOU UP 

AT JUST THE RIGHT TIME. 

AND LISTEN TO HOW WELL WE FIT 

YOUR BUDGET . JUST 50 CENTS 

FOR ADULTS ... 25 CENTS FOR 

CHILDREN ... SENIORS AND HANDICAPPERS. 

ONE FARE TAKES YOU ALMOST 

ANYWHERE YOU WANT TO GO AROUND 

TOWN. 

IS AVAILABLE 
(name of bus) 
FOR RIDES 

CALL 
(give days and times) 

(name of bus) 

so 

SOON. OUR NUMBER IS ------------(phone number) 
THAT'S 

,( repeat phone number) 
SEE HOW WELL WE FIT YOUR DAILY 

TRAVEL NEEDS. 

Jingle Closing 

### Figure IV-40 



Radio Copy 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

Use Cut#_4 __ 

ANNOUNCER: 

,.,,ctt1c4,_, 

\~l Michigan Department of !rransporiation 
~ r,,,, OIF Tt•"""-

COMMERCIAL NO. : 0 0 9 
SUBJECT /TITLE: 
LENGTH: 

Take A Bus To Lunch 
: 40 Bed for : 60 Spot 

AIR DATES: 

Jingle Opening 

INVITES 
(name of bus system) 

YOU TO TAKE A BUS TO LUNCH. 

OUR BUSES ARE VERY FRIENDLY 

AND USUALLY QUITE PROMPT! 

IT 1 S EASY TO TAKE A BUS TO 

LUNCH. JUST CALL 

ABOUT ____ MINUTES BEFORE 

YOU 1 RE READY TO LEAVE. · IN 

MOST CASES •.. YOUR FRIENDLY BUS 

WILL PICK YOU UP AT JUST THE 

RIGHT TIME . 

TAKING A BUS TO LUNCH ISN'T 

EXPENSIVE EITHER! JUST 50 

CENTS FOR ADULTS . . . 25 CENTS 

FOR CHILDREN ... SENIORS AND 

HANDICAPPERS . 

SO COME ON! TAKE A BUS TO 

LUNCH . .. OR DINNER ... OR SHOPPING .. . OR 

WORK •. . OR SCHOOL .. . OR VISITING . • . OR 

JUST ABOUT ANYWHERE. 

CALL _______ AT 
(name of bus) (phone number) 

THAT'S 
(repeat phon~ numbe r) 

Jingle Closing 

Figure IV-41 
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Infonnation about major transportation issues: 
Budgets 
New federal regulations affecting local transit 
Council recorrmendations 
Vote (bond) issues 
New management approaches 

Contact persons for print media are editors. city reporters, or trans

portation reporters. For radio and TV stations. the contact is the 

station mana~er. You may be referred to the program director or news 

director, but begin with the station manager. Radio and TV stations 

will accept prepared scripts or completed spots for public transporta

tion. Public service announcements are regularly run by stations. so 

consult your local station about running materials you may want to pre

pare. 

Follow the same guidelines for preparing public service advertising as 

for paid advertising . Quality products will be carried by the media 

more often . 

Because of the cost considerations cited and the ever-present problem 

of limited resources , it can be helpful to employ your survey and other 

research efforts to determine the most effective means of getting the 

most for your advertising dollars. Figures IV-42 through IV-44 reflect 

the tabulated results of a survey undertaken in Alma, Michigan prior to 

an advertising campaign for its dial-a-ride system. Note that word-of

mouth. the bus system telephone information operator, and the newspaper 
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QUESTIO/l 27 
IF YOU WERE INTERESTED IN 
Fll/DING OUT HORE ABOUT DIAL
A-RIDE SERVICE, WHICH OF THE 
FOLLOWING WOULD YOU MOST 
LIKELY RELY ON TO BE IIOtlEST 
Arm ACCU!lATE ••••••••• • • • ••• 

I RADIO 

2 TELEVISION 

3 DAILY NEWSPAPER 

4 WEEKLY NEWSPAPER 

5 ADVERTISING IN MOVIE 
THEATRE 

6 YELLOW PAGES 

7 A f•RI£ND OR NEIGHBOR 

8 A PUULIC OFF IC l AL 

9 TIIE DUS DRIVER 

TIIE D!\RT DUS INFORMATI ON 
lO OPERATOR 

l l SOMEOt,E WHO HAS RIDDEN 
TIIE BUS 

12 A DART REPRES ENTATIVE 

MEDIA SURVEY RESULTS 
NOH FAVOR IMPRV TIME TRIPS /---25-44---/ !~USE LES3 ZONE ZONE 

USER USER DART ENCOUR IMP 9-3 MALE FEMALE 55+ WIFE JUK !OK+ ONE TWO 
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13 A SMALL POSTER OR SIGN 

14 MAIL ABOUT DART SERVICE 

l ' SEEING THE BUS FULL OF 

• 
-- - --1- --

• 
~ PEOPLE 

Sl::EING THE BUS WITH LOTS 
111 OF ROOM ON IT 

-------------- ----+----+----+----+--- .......... ~---+----t-----+- - --+------+-------l 

, , 'J'IIE GENERAL APPEARANCE OF 
' 'i' ' IE DAR1' nus 

1-- ·-- ~ -- ·t---t-----11----t----t---t----t--- +---+----+----+ --

•• ■ 
'olU!( OWN EXPERIENCES 
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0%-15% - -
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MEDIA SURVEY RESULTS AU~ 
QUESTIO:l 26 
WIIIC H OF TIIE FOLLOWING SOURCES 
00 YOU MOST OFTEN TURN TO FOR NON FAVOR HtPRV TIME TRIPS /---25-44---/ HOUSE LESS ZONE ZONE ZONE 
OPIIHOIIS YOU CAN AGREE WITH... USER USER DART ENCOUR IMP 9-3 MALE FEM.ALE 55+ IH FE 10K l0 K+ ON E T \'iO TlltU;I:: 

l RAOIO - - ■ • • - ---- ~- _____ j__ J~ ; -J I • 
2 TEU:V I S ION 

3 DAILY NEWSPAPER ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ;-;- ■ -- ~-. -- -~-.. . --~ -~-----;-1--.- • •. I •• I • 
4 WEEKLY !IEWSPAPER' If----.._ -+----+ ~I ■ 
S AOVEkTISING IN MOVIE " 

TlltATRE ~----··· ~ ----~ ___ __ _ __ _ ______ _ __ _ _ 

6 YF.LLOW PAGES ■ ■ ■ 

7 AfRIEtlD ORNEIGIIBOR - --;;- ~ -;;- ■-;.-· ■■ ■■ ■■■ ■;- ·-·;; · -~-■; ■■ ■■ ■■ ■■ 
-->-----+-- · - · - -·· --- •· .. -·-- ___ , _ _ -- - •• ·• - ·- · - - ----- ·- ·· ·-

8 A PUULIC OFFICIAL I-- ■ ■ • __ _ ------ ··-··-·· ----- ------ ■ l I ■ 
9 TIIC BUS DRIVER ■ __ __, ■ 

---- --- ---- ·- - - --- - _.._____ .... .-.. , ...... 
TIIE D!\RT DUS INFORMATION • I • 

lO OPERATOR 11---~- - ~ -- - - - -- ------ ---- - ---- - -- - ----- -- --

ll ;7,=•~~~ WHO HAS RIDDEN ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - ■ ■ ■·■ __ ■ ■ _■ ■ _ ■ ■ . ■ ■ t ■ i ■ ■ ~ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ _ 

12 A DART REPRESENTATIVE ll----+----l----- 1 
13 A SMALL POSTER OR SIGN . - - - . .. ·- -- . - . •. - -- -- . . -1 

14 MAIL ABOUT DART SERVICE 

15 ~~~~~~ TIIE BUS FULL OF IL I J ___ L_J I I I I I j j I ■ 
SEEING THE BUS WITH LOTS 

:: ~;..-~.~L '!PPEARANCE OF ~ ! 
1 1 1 1 
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1 
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QUESTIOtl 25 
WHICH OF TIii-: FOLL0Wli-JG SOURCES 
WOULD YOU SAY ARE MOST RESPON
SIBLE FOR YOUR CURRENT•I~PRES
SI0!1 OF TUE DART SERVICE • • •••• 

MEDIA SURVEY 
NON FAVOR IHPRV TIME TRIPS /---25-44---/ 

USER USER DART ENCOUR IMP 9-3 MALE FEMALE 

RESULTS 
HOUSE LESS ZONE ZONE 

55+ WIFE lOK lOK+ ONE TWO 

ALrtA 

ZONE 
TIIREE 

l RADIO 

2 TELEVISIO:I 

) DAILY tJEWSPAPf.R ~1-■ 1 ■- 1;. I .. I .. I .■• I .f .. 1.1-1.--:--~T .. : ~--
4 wr:n::.i ' ;!::\/:·; !"'APER 

e AuVEi<'i' b! NG IN t·IOVIE 
.> Tll!::/,THE 

6 ILLLOW PAGES 

7 A f H 1 um OR tlEIGIIBOR 

8 A PUtlLlC OFFICIAL 

9 THE BUS DRIVER 

10 
TIIE UART DUS INFORMATION 
OPERATOR 

11 
SOMEOtlE WIIO llAS RIDDEN 
THE BUS 

12 A DART REPRESENTATIVE 

13 A SHALL POSTER OR SIGN 

14 MAIL ABOUT DART SERVICE 
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were the principal means of communication identified by system users. 

The survey question asked of the respondents appears in the upper left

hand side of the results form. 
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Mer~handising. Promotions and Special Services 

For our purposes, merchandising and promotion involve the process of 

identifying special groups with particular needs and preparing a spe

cial presentation, item or service designed to attract their attention. 

develop their awareness of services. and encourage them to ride. You 

will notice that a potential merchandising or promotion objective could 

develop directly out of target group marketing research efforts. Mer

chandising and promotional activities could take many different fonns. 

However, they usually involve a specific group of people with identifi

able special activities. 

A possible approac,h to the development of special groups as a marketing 

and business opportunity might take the following steps: 

• List area clubs; business groups; and special-inter
est organizations. including special characteris
tics. contact persons. and possible travel needs (on 
a regular or "chartered" basis) • 

• Contact all groups and plan for a presentation to 
management and members on the benefits of public 
transit and how it can fit their needs • 

• Outline and coordinate group and individual needs 
with your system's solutions • 

• Encourage regular projects. such as employee c011111ut
ing services • 

• Encourage special projects. such as seasonal. week
ly. or other group services; discounts; and other 
incentives to ride. 
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You could probably fill your entire calendar with special community 

events of one kind or another. What you want to concentrate on are 

those events that include a sizable or special portion of your commun

ity where the transportation system can provide a service. Think about 

festivals, fairs, special sales, athletic events, and other happenings 

in your conmunity. You may want to institute special shuttle service 

out to the fair grounds; you may be able to set up a cooperative promo

tion with merchants to bring shoppers to sidewalk sales or seasonal 

sales; you may be able to instigate charter service for special athlet

ic events. Any event that may have transportation problems can be a 

special event for the transportation system. 

There are also facilities that should be considered when you are look

ing for ways to make your service more effective. Municipal swimming 

pools, ice/roller rinks, theaters , senior citizen centers, and other 

key activity areas should also be examined with an eye on making their 

clients public transportation users. 

Lacking a special occasion or area, think about times or days when de

mand is slow for your system and ways to get more poeple on your buses. 

Look into cooperative ventures with businesses or shopping centers; 

contact activity directors; get in touch with area clubs. There are a 

lot of people traveling at any given time of the day--try to get them 

traveling on your buses. 
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Promotions are an area where you can go out and toot your own horn . 

You should exercise some caution in planning your promotional activi

ties. Remember you are supported by subsidies and do not want to 

appear frivolous to the public. With that in mind . look for ways you 

can get new riders and keep existing riders happy with the service . 

Perhaps you may want to cut your fare for some specified period of 

time . You may want to approach some special group and offer them a 

discount. or even a free ride. to introduce thE5Tl to your service. May

be you want to clean up your entire fleet and use it to carry dignitar

ies in a local parade just to keep your systE5Tl in the public's eye. 

Giveaways can be used from time to time to promote your system. Any

thing you give away is probably going to be a direct expense and should 

be carefully considered . Ideally. a giveaway should have some utility 

for your users and be something they will keep around and remind thE5Tl 

of your service. There are exceptions that should be weighed . such as 

giving out free balloons to kids during a civic celebration just to 

demonstrate community involvement . 

If you decide to become involved in a giveaway program. be sure to 

check your sources of supply for both delivery and possible reorder re

quirements. You do not want to get involved in conmitments you cannot 

live up to . 

Some possible merchandising items. listed according to the user groups 

for which they might be appropriate. are presented in Figure IV-45. 
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HOUSEWIVES 

Shopping bags 

FIGURE IV-45 

MERCHANDISING ITEMS 

Shopping cart reminder decals 
Cash register decals 
Coupon ads 
Rain bonnet/shoe shields 
Newspapers on buses 
Posters 
Off-peak ride discounts 
Free return trips 
Discounts on merchandise (cooperative) 
Metric scale rulers 
Note pads 
Three-foot tape measures 
And much more ••• 

SENIOR CITIZENS 

All of the above, plus -
Pocket magnifying glasses 
Coin purses 
Theater tickets 
Other tour or shopping packages 
Discounts to dine out 
And more ••• 

COMMUTERS 

Newspapers 
Hand wanners 
"Refreshment" tickets 
Coffee 
Discount tickets 
Special/various lunch tours (to and from office) 
All-day "on and off" riding privileges (at a special price) 
And more ••• 

YOUTH 

Imprinted frisbees, tee-shirts, transfer decals 
Posters 
Saturday shopping/theater tours 
Evening tours 
Coloring books 
Book covers 
Folders 
Pencil sets 
And more 



Keep in mind that special promotions are usually aimed at getting non

riders aboard to try the system. You are trying to change their trans

portation habits. To make a lasting , positive impression, the system 

must prepare itself for a special promotion . Vehicles should be clean, 

schedules met , employees particularly courteous, and system information 

readily available . Use promotions to get the non-user aboard; but 

polish your image carefully to keep them coming back. 
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Equipment 

Marketing is concerned with the people aspects of the vehicle--its 

appearance, size, and interior comfort considerations. These have a 

direct bearing on a person's decision to ride . The vehicle is one of 

the most visible elements of the system and , to many, it..!_! the system. 

It must be used as an attraction and a positive selling point. To do 

so, its appearance must leave a good impression or it is too easily 

dismissed as not being an alternative to the car. 

Projects must be implemented to help create and maintain a good impres

sion of the equipment and the system, as well. Vehicle appearance and 

maintenance also affects public reaction to safety and dependability 

factors. If the vehicle looks as though it will break down at the next 

corner, or that it will skid in the rain, the public confidence level 

will not be high. This will also deter potential ridership . 

Goal 

To offer to the public visually appealing vehicles containing interor 

canforts that meet their physical and psychological needs. 

Objectives 

• To make existing equipment as comfortable and attractive as possi

ble; 
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• To consider new equipment vehicle specifications for interior compo

nents dealing with colors, materials, noise, and canfort; and 

• To consider involving the public in the decision-making process for 

the design features of the exterior and interior on new equipment. 

Projects and Activities 

While not a remedy for problems of system image, improved appearance 

can signal a new beginning for a transportation system. Thus, these 

suggested projects should be tied to other system improvement projects 

to give the new appearance meaning and purpose . 

Consider a New Paint Scheme - Get professional advice on this to ensure 

quality. Involve the cOlllllunity in selecting a final choice. If order

ing new equipment within 18 months, use the design on the new equipment 

only. If you plan to use the old equipment for longer than 18 months, 

design the scheme around the older equipment as well . Coordinate other 

vehicles, such as maintenance trucks, to match new colors. Coordinate 

all interior colors, including seats, floors, and sidewalls, to match 

exterior colors. 

Vehicle Cleanliness and Appearance - Repair any damage to the vehicle, 

fran broken or cracked windows to ripped seats. Encourage drivers and 

mechanics to clean up after themselves when leaving the bus. Wash and 
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clean the buses as often as possible--daily is preferable. Keep vehi

cles in good mechanical condition to minimize breakdowns . 

Design the interior of the bus for the customer first. and for ease of 

maintenance second . Keep signs and frames well-maintained on exterior 

advertising. Take measures to cut down on noise levels on old and new 

equipment; strive for 85 decibels . Have sidewall lighting installed 

when ordering new equipment and investigate installation of package 

racks for passenger convenience. 

Public Involvement - Before the next vehicle order. involve the public 

by having citizens assist in decison-making about some vehicle improve

ments. including : exterior paint design; choice of vehicles (large and 

small); seat style. material. and color; seating arrangements; light

ing; and interior colors and materials. Devise a contest for. and pro

mote. logos and color schemes. 

Equipment Design and Color Schemes - Transit vehicles must reflect the 

personality and character of the transit marketing program and show the 

public that progress is being made toward developing a fully coordi

nated transit system. Figures IV-46 through IV-48 show optimal pai nt 

schemes on a standard 35-foot urban bus. a 20- to 25-foot small bus. 

and a maxi-van. Various other paint schemes for various purposes are 

also shown on a common base bus. which could be adapted to other bus 

makes and sizes. 
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When developing your paint scheme . make sure the elevations of your 

actual bus make and model are correctly utilized. 

For any paint scheme. you should specify the latest durable transporta

tion finish compatible with the system's refinishing capabilities. 

Give special consideration to the newer . more durable urethane-based 

finishes which can reduce future maintenance costs . Local representa

tives of major paint manufactureres can describe the transportation or 

colll'llercial-grade finishes now available . You should choose standard 

colors and avoid expensive or difficult-to-match mixed colors . Self

adhesive vinyl or decals can be used for striping. small lettering. or 

numerals. 

Preventive Maintenance Program - Preventive maintenance is the most im

portant progran for keeping your vehicles moving with the least amount 

of down time. Well-maintained vehciles will give added months or years 

of reliable service and will minimize breakdown. Preventive mainte

nance. as the name implies. means establishing a program that will 

catch possible mechanical problems before failure occurs . 

Figures IV-49 through IV-52 are examples of forms that could be adapted 

to a small vehicle systen for implementation of a preventive mainte

nance and reporting system. Each form should be modified to handle any 

needs or reporting requirements particular to your system. Note in 
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PRE-TRIP INSPECTION TEST 

DAILY VEHICLE CHECKLIST 

. DA TE VEHICLE ---- ----
MILEAGE end ------

start 

daily total ________ _ 

INSPECT AND CHECK BELOW 
ITEMS IF O.K. 

I . EXTERIOR 

Tires ----Turn signals _______ _ 
Head lights ---------Tai I lights _____ ~----
F resh body damage 
Windshield wipers -------Cleanliness ---------

2. INTERIOR 

Brakes ----------Steering T ransmis-s-e-io_n _____ _ 

Safety equipment: 
fire extinguisher 
flares ------

first aid kit -------Dash gauges --------Radio Fresh_d.,...a_m_a_g_e _______ _ 

Cleanliness ---------
3. UNDER HOOD 

Oil 1evel 
Rodia tor_,l,-e-ve--=1,----------
Battery level ----,,-~----Wi ndshi e Id wiper fluid level ---Engine ----------

FUEL ADDED__ gal. 
OIL ADDED~=----~-,-,,-----qts. 
MILEAGE AT FUELING -----

VEHICLE DEFECT LIST 

NOTE ANY DEFECTS BELOW 

I. EXTERIOR 

2. INTERIOR 

3. UNDER HOOD 

Maintenance Performed 

DRIVER SIGNATURE MECHANIC SIGNATURE 

Figure IV-49 



MOSHT JOOS (l 711 

0oK 
(81 ADJUSTMENT MADE 

[_Q] NEEDS ATTENTION 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR REPAIRS NEEDED 

PREPARE FOR INSPECTION 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
INSPECT ION WORK SHEET 

PlHHJf<M M ONTHLY 

ALL DAHT VEti lCL[S 

C.J C,1(CK [)R IVERS REPORT [ , W/1',tt VI i<l <'l. l 

[_] Rf.VIEW MAI NTE NANC I ! 11STORY 

START UP ANO DRIVE (CHECK OPERATION Of:) n S TA RTING I TR/\N~Mh5 10N 

□ PARKI N G BRAKL [" ~: HOHN 

□ StRVIC ( BRAKE l ·1 5PI I IJ()M f TL •< 

REMAIN IN VEHICLE (CHECK OPERATION OF :) 
0 fUEL GAUG t [ ] 4 Wf\Y FL,\S H U> INDI C A I ORS 

0 OIL GAUGE [J JN1 ::.n: Ion LIGt-ilS 

[] BATTE RY CHARGING GAUGf [ • : N, Tll\fMI N T 0/\Nr l LICHT~ 

LJ WIN DSHILLD WASHf. f< & WIPlRS 

0 STEE RING WH EEL f' RH PLAY 

0 R E G IST RATION 

[ J H EAD LIGHTS. HI INDIC AT OR 

□ HEAD LICH rs. LOW 

AIH ( ON[ :1 1 IONl r~ 

ALL WIN D OW G I.ASS 

[J TURN ':>IGNAL. I N DICATOR'-. ':i.1\1 t I YI. OU I~' 
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[ l HOOO f OU fC..l!H M l Hl~OH~ 
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UNDER HOOD (CHECK OPERATION OF:) 
l] A IR COM PR t SSOR , MOUN f l NC 

& BE LT T( NS ION 

iJ STEERING GEAR & SHAfT ILUBE ) 

D POWER S TEE RI NG HOSES 
& OI L LEVEL 

0 THROTT LE LINKAGE 

O WA 1 ~- A PUMP & r AN ur L, 

[J WA TfH F.,UMP& t ANH U fltlU8[) 

[] C/C ASf. BHFATHER. (Lf.llN/CHI\N GE 

LJ A IR FIL TER, CHANG[ 
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0 ENG INL OIL . Cl<ANGl 
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0 BODY M re Rous 
C! i►.t;K & AOJIJ:j T 

0 TRANSMISS ION. CHECK (.I A'! 
OI LLE V(L 

1·] lf<ANSM tS~1ON. c 11rc "c <>v, " · 
H! L I. & ~ I Al A id/\'-, f O R L! A•.;.~ 

DRIVE OFF & PARK 
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particular that any special vehicle ·maintenance instructions from your 

vehicle manufacturer should be incorporated into your fonns system. as 

required . 
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Passenger Amenities 

This area concerns the facilities offered by the systen for rider com

fort. Research has shown that amenities can be among the most desired 

elements by potential customers for encouraging use of public transpor

tation. To some. amenities are rider incentives. but they are looked 

upon by many potential riders as absolute necessities. The types of 

passenger amenities that will be discussed are those that are common to 

both large and small transportation systems. including: 

Benches - Benches are most important. especially for 
systems whose headways. at times. are infrequent. which 
is often the case in smaller systems. Waiting does not 
seem as long if the person can sit and relax. 

Shelters - Shelters obviously offer more prot~ction 
than benches from the elements. and thus provide more 
comfort. They are more expensive than benches. but are 
very necessary for some people if they are to even con
sider riding the bus. 

Direct-Line Telephones - Dir,ect line telephones to cus
tomer infonnation service are a convenience to custom
ers when located at major stores. shopping centers. 
downtown. and other busy areas. 

Customer Information Facilities - These facilities will 
vary according to systen size and volume of pedestrian 
traffic. Customer information facilities can range 
from a centrally-located office that handles ticket 
sales and lost and found. to a general information dis
play at a central location. 

Central Transfer Points - This refers to one pl ace. 
usually in a downtown area. where all routes meet. 
Central transfer points lessen the inconvenience of 
transferring. 
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Goal 

To expand short-range and long-range transportation customer amenities. 

Objectives 

• To build 10 additional on-route shelters meeting establish~d design 

criteria; and 

• To plan for passenger infonnation displays in key downtown loca

ti~ns. 

Projects and Activities 

Keep in mind that any area directly affecting the publ ic is a prime 

subject for consumer participation. Location and types of benches . 

shelters and other amenities may be improved by customer involvement in 

the decision-making process. 

Benches and Shelters - Study all routes by bus stop locations and iden

tify those area that can acc00111odate benches or shelters and are heavy 

pedestrian traffic points. Establish design criteria. taking into con

sideration factors such as the envi ronment around the stop; long-l ast

ing. good wearing materials; customer needs (i.e •• do they need a back 

on the bench?) ; maintenance requirements ; and aesthetics. Obtain 
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information on custom-designed versus pre-designed models. Prepare 

specifications, obtain bids, and install. 

Direct-Line Telephones - Locate sites that are major loading points and 

meet with businesses to detennine the degree of cooperation that can be 

secured. Install lines and telephones in feasible areas. 

Customer Information Facilities - Identify areas with pedestrian traf

fic that exceeds 300 people per day and are in proximity to transit 

service. Establish the need for an infonnation unit by location. and 

determine the cost/benefit for each site. Then determine if bus routes 

can be altered to better accomnodate various locations. Prepare design 

criteria. establish budgets. obtain funding. prepare specifications, 

and purchase and install customer facilities at feasible locations. 

Central Transfer Points - Identify high density sites in terms of rout

ing, traffic. and headways. Then detennine the best locations for con

solidating transfers . Design schedules for maximum riding convenience 

and trasnferring at these points, and prepare information displays for 

use at the sites. Consider displaying route names and numbers, sched

uled departures , maps. and fare information. Provide the maximum cus

tomer convenience possible at each location. 

Once these amenities have been installed, it is necesary to keep them 

maintained. In the case of shelters, they need sweeping out, windows 
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should be kept clean, and damage must be repaired. Benches should be 

kept in good repair. Out-of-order telephones should be fixed immedi

ately . Information facilities should be kept clean and comfortable; in 

the case of an infonnation display, infonnation should be kept updated 

and any damage ·to the display should be corrected immediately. 

Remember, what the public sees is what it will believe . Your product's 

appearance will make a statement; make sure that the statement is wtlat 

you want understood. It is also important to realize that good impres

sions are harder to make than bad ones or no impression at all. Each 

opportunity to reach the public must reflect a functional and positive 

image if new riders are to be attracted. 

Figures IV-53, 54 and 55 are good examples of posters to advertise 

newly installed shelters. 
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SAMPLE SHELTERS 
Figure 53 
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WAIT HERE. 
We'll be along shortly. 

For your comfort, the first of many contemporary new 
shelters are springing up all over town. The tinted transpar
ent walls allow an unobstructed view of the world around you 
while protecting you from whatever nature has to offer. The 
roomy seating area is a pleasant place to sit and engage in a 
little daydreaming, snoozing or just plain people-watching. 

Don't get too comfortable though, 'cause, as promised, 
we'll be along shortly. Cutting down your waiting time is 
another thing we're doing for your convenience. 

Charlotte Transit System is better'n ever. If you don't 
agree, let us know. Call 374-3366. 

@JSP 
Charlotte Transit System 

Charlotte's going places and Charlotte Transit'll get you there. 

Figure IV-55 



Routes/Schedules/Services 

In addition to the public infonnation aspects of routing and scheduling 

covered in the Public Information section, the areas in the community 

served, times of operation ~ headways, and types of services offered are 

the most visible parts of the system to the public. It is obvious that 

these factors will affect c00111unity perspective and, in turn, rider

ship. The marketing responsibilities in this area are not to create 

the routes or to schedule the buses . Marketing responsibilities in 

this area (other than informational) are stated below: 

• To identify potential customer problems with a new 
service, route, or schedule; 

• To detennine changing customer needs (e.g., if the 
local factor changes its shifts so that the current 
schedule is not convenient, it is a marketing re
sponsibility to find that out and initiate schedule 
changes); 

• To help rank-order necessary routing modifications; 
and 

• To explore new services or expansions. 

To accomplish these marketing responsibilites for routes/schedules/ser

vices, you must do some analysis. Some of the information you require 

will be available at local planning agencies; other infonnation will 

have to be collected separately. You will need: 

• Basic demographics by service area (population den
sity, income per household, sex, age, etc . ) 
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• Ridership statistics by area (trips by time of day, 
by type; mode of transit; loading figures at partic
ular stops) 

• Fares received by type (i.e. , senior citizen fare, 
pass, etc.) 

• Route characteristics by area (type of service , 
headways, mileage per passenger, costs per passen
ger) 

With this data , you can then compare and match existing services to 

trips taken by other modes to better understand problems. For example, • 

if you find that the majority of trips are made from Point A to Point B 

during the hours of 1:00 and 3:00 P.M., and you have only one trip 

during that time, you may need to re-evaluate the scheduling of that 

route. This may give you the answer you need, or you may be left with 

more questions . You can then prepare a simple on- board questionnaire 

to get the riders' opinions. This will enable you to intelligently 

consider rider desires in this area . You can also learn -about rider 

needs in the following ways: 

• Contact organized groups in the service area and re
view possible changes or additions; 

• Periodically meet with large employment centers or 
shopping centers to review scheduling desires; 

• Work with businesses to plan off-peak routing to co
incide with shopping center activities or special 
promotions; 

• Meet with recreational centers to work out conveni
ent routing and scheduling; 
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• Evaluate, with business groups. other possible uses 
for off-peak equipment; and 

Work with social service agencies and taxi companies 
to establish common solutions. 

When new or modified routes are decided upon, there are certain proce

dures to follow for implementing them with a minimum of fuss: 

Goal 

Put out a press release about new service. 

Prepare a handout, leaflet, or brochure explaining 
the service . Be sure to let people know you did 
this to better serve them and that the changes are 
the result of some analysis . 

Put signs (small posters) in high pedestrian traffic 
areas, and even on the bus, as helpful reminders. 

Instruct drivers and information personnel to be 
extra patient with questions . 

. When preparing materials, use a positive approach. 
Point out the benefits. 

To offer a convenient route and service structure to the greatest num

ber of citizens within the current and adjacent service area. and con

venient, easy-to-understand scheduling. 

Objectives 

. To isolate geographic areas and groups, by demography and trip type, 

that might benefit by alternatives to local multiple-stop services; 
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To pl an _and implement varied services in keeping with the different 

trip needs by day part and coomunity segment; 

• To project future service needs of outlying residents and consider 

alternatives to routes, equipment, and manpower allocations; 

To increase community perception of route geography and geometry; 

• To match schedules to trip needs by geography, day part, week part , 

and type of trip; 

• To standardize headways, where possible; 

. To schedule changes to acconwnodate the conmunity as well as opera

tions; 

. To maximize use of current street and highway resources; 

• To make the most of existing services; 

To explore ways to expand current service structure; 

To explore service extension alternatives and establish service 

extension priorities ; and 

• To review scheduling alternatives to meet potential trip demand. 
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Projects and Activities 

Again, keep in mind that marketing responsibilities in this area are 

limited. However, operations management and marketing must work close

ly to insure mutual understanding. 

Increase Awareness of Existing Services - Make certain those living 

close to routes are aware of what services your system has to offer . 

Consider initiating a direct mail, or door-to-door infonnation program 

for people within two blocks of existing routes . Orient all advertis

ing toward promotion of good perfonnance records and specific services. 

Keep your messages keyed to individual places people go. Do not empha

size a route number or name; push the activities on the route. 

Off-Peak Program - Build awareness among special user groups of the 

availability of transportation service during off-peak hours . These 

groups should be listed, contacted. and their travel needs determined. 

Special user groups would include representatives of elderly groups, 

school clubs, business organizations. social groups. and even regular 

day-time shoppers . Prepare infonnational programs about regular ser

vice that can meet group needs , and begin to plan special services for 

special needs . (See the UMTA Off-Peak Ridership and Revenue Manual for 

more off-peak programs.) 
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Expand Services - Review the total {not just bus) trip origins, desti-

nations, times, and purposes to better understand travel idiosyncracies 

throughout the area with an eye to potential service expansion . Com

pare your system1 s route structure to the total trip flow in the c00111u

nity and prepare alternatives to better match community flow. Evaluate 

the effect of transfer connection changes , crosstown routes, and spe

cial shuttle services. Establish load counts to detennine high use 

points over time for each route; then prioritize new areas by their 

potential to the system, given existing resources and reassigned or new 

resources. Proceed to development of a marketing progrc111 for the ex

pansion. 

Routing Improvements - Review resource availabilities to improve commu-

nity service as determined to be desirable. Review probable priorities 

for change based on consumer input. Review logical changes and convert 

these to routing improvements alternatives. Remember to consider all 

routing improvements, including : 

Regular service extensions 
Extensions to other co11111unities 

· Feeder service or neighborhood-only service 
• Adding peripheral or crosstown services 
• Regularly scheduled, but unstructured, routing for 

residential areas 
Route deviation during off-peak hours to reach area 
shopping and activity centers 

Cost "ideal" alternatives and review them in tenns of preferential 

loading space and boarding area amenities {landscaping , telephones, 

benches, shelters). 
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Schedule Changes - Review the pubic's trip needs. times. and purposes. 

Characterize trip densities over time and match them to current transit 

schedule configurations. List prioritized schedule needs by time and 

geography. Develop accurate -information on the impact of headways on 

ridership. Once this data is secured, establish standards on headways 

by time of day for minimum and maximl.lTI frequencies. 

Pl an schedule re-alignments to better serve peak demands and off-peak 

opportunities. Establish operational cost measurements on varying 

headways by day part and area. and then evaluate your ability to stan

dardize headways for specific day parts . 

Prepare all staff and the community for increased service. Pl an to 

implement schedule increases on a staged basis. Once implemented. mon

itor the schedule changes for impact and increased use and revise as 

called for. 
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Personnel 

This area concerns the employees--fran secretaries to mechanics to 

drivers--and how they can be a strong marketing force for the system. 

It is well-recognized that driver attitude highly affects the rider 1 s 

image of the system. If the driver is courteous. the rider is more at 

ease. and the ride is a pleasanter experience. If the driver is surly 

and rude. the rider comes away with negative feelings about the system. 

The same situation is true for people answering the telephone . dis

tributing passes or greeting visitors. and mechanics repairing damaged 

parts or- cleaning the bus . Should they conduct themselves in a nega

tive manner. it shows up in their work and the public perceives it. 

It is a marketing job to be certain that the employees conduct them

selves as customer-oriented. community service professionals. To ac

canplish this, there must be a good working rapport between management 

and the employees . If the employees do not respect management or are 

unhappy with management 1 s decisions. they will develop poor attitudes 

toward their jobs. These poor attitudes then transfer into their deal

ings with the public. Therefore, steps should be taken to keep the 

working relationship between management and employees a positive one. 
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Goal 

To build a team of well-trained system representatives who are company, 

service. and conmunity oriented. and who value their position in the 

community . 

External Objectives 

• To increase community awareness and perceived importance of system 

personnel; 

• To increase visual awareness of personnel; 

• To increase personal services to the public; and 

• To improve appearance and attitude of bus drivers . 

Internal Ojbectives 

• To increase perceived self-value of all system employee groups; 

To build positive conmunity. service, and canpany spirit and atti

tude; and 

• To improve communications among operations. management, and line 

personnel. 
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Projects and Activities 

Note that a policy and procedures manual was proposed at the beginning 

of this section. Remember that it has a critical role to play in per

sonnel effectiveness, appearance and the resultant public perception of 

the system. 

Employee Areas - Maintain clean, orderly working areas throughout the 

facility. The manner in which management maintains these areas can be 

perceived to reflect their attitudes on work performance. Tidy and 

orderly means clean and efficient. Dirty and mess means sloppy and 

slow. Design driver waiting rooms to have a pleasant atmosphere; this 

reflects the fact that the employee is an important person to the 

system. 

Employee Incentives - Sponsor or organize team outings, events and 

recreation activities, such as baseball or basketball teams. This 

helps build friendships and helps keep employees happy. Recognize good 

employee performance with a meaningful reward (money, plaque , lunch, 

picture published in newspaper). This helps motivate employees to 

achieve job satisfaction and positive attitudes. Provide awards to 

employees monthly or annually in areas such as safe driver, most cour

teous, etc. Figures IV-56 and IV-57 may give you some ideas. 

Encourage suggestions from employees. Let them know that they can help 

shape the system's future directions. Hold periodic seminars to 
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DATE 

In the Charlotte Transit System Roadeo, 

this Award is presenJ-ed to 

Figure IV-56 



I~ 

IVERSARY 
ACHIEVEMENT 

Charlotte Transit System does hereby certify that 

has served ably and with distinction for 

On behalf of the Charlotte Transit System, 
we salute you on this momentous occasion. 

Anniversary Date 

General Manager 

Figure IV-57 



emphasize employee's value and responsibility to the system and the 

conmunity . Keep the employees infonned of changes. Nothing is more 

frustrating or embarrassing to the employee than to not know about what 

the system is doing. First of all. this says to him that he is not 

part of a team effort; secondly, it makes him "look stupid." There are 

several methods for keeping employees informed . including: 

• Post infonnation in central locations around the 
building at least one week ahead of proposed 
changes • 

• Prepare employee fact sheets containing information 
about proposed changes. and distribute then individ
ually • 

• Publish information in the employee newsJetter , if 
one exists • 

• Hold meetings to explain changes. 

Establish an employee/management relations COlllTlittee . Thi s cOlllTlittee 

would help coordinate activities. solve problems. and make suggestions 

to keep the working relationship a good one. Prepare a monthly news

letter for employees . Make it by employees for employees. with only 

important infonnation and a message from management. 

Driver Identity - Appearance builds image. both in the mind of the cus

tomer and the empl oyee . For this reason . some type of unifonn is sug

gested. An opaque light windbreaker or lightweight poplin jacket 

("wann. neutral " color) is recOlllTlended. An embroidered logo patch 

(symbol only) should be mounted on the left side of the jacket front 
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and/ or on the right shoulder, to be seen by boarding passengers. The 

dimensions of the logo patch should be about 3 inches across. Perhaps 

a double-colored stripe could be wrapped around the left sleeve of the 

jacket, or some similar decor. 

Typical poplin jacket availability: 

Supplier: 
Style: 

Shell: 

JC Penney's 
Raglan sl eev s 
Quilted lining 
50'.t Polyester 
50'.t Cotton 

Color: 
Lining-face: 
Batting : 
Care: 

Wann gray 
100'.t Acetate 
100'.t Polyester 
Machine washab 1 e 

Jackets should be worn over a specified, colored shirt, top, or sweat

er--buttoned front, pullover, turtleneck, or cowl neck . Pants or 

skirts should be a light tan, beige, camel, sand or other "warm, neu

tral" color. 

In lieu of the jacket, as described above, or in warm weather when a 

jacket is not called for, unifonn shirts with a logo on the right 

shoulder, with appropriate matching or contrasting trousers, are recom

mended. 

Figures IV-58 and IV-59 provide visual examples from the Alma, Michigan 

Demonstration Marketing Manual, prepared by Ilium Associates, Inc. for 

the State of Michigan. 
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Logo Patch ---1 

Sweater 

Windbreaker 

DRIVER IDENTITY 

Figure 58 

Logo Patch or Name Tag 



logo Patch __ _ 

Sweater 

Windbreaker 

DRIVER IDENTITY 

Figure 59 

logo Patch or Name Tag 



Plant and Maintenance 

This area concerns the transportation system's own facility. The fa

cility has a marketing value in that it stands as another symbol of the 

system's goals and impressions of itself. It is also the working en

vironment of employees who must represent the system. Even though your 

facility may not be new, or even well-built, it can be and should be 

well-maintained. If a sloppy. run-down, and unclean appearance is tol

erated, then you can expect employees to take the same attitude toward 

their work. 

If your facility is very old and the building itself is decaying. make 

an attempt to have it at least look presentable. Not only will you and 

the employees find it a better working atmosphere, but the public will 

also react differently. No one wants to buy something in a store that 

looks dirty and sloppy. Chances are. the customer thinks the merchan

dise i s like that . The same is true with the bus facility. 

As far as the working environment is concerned, research has shown that 

a pleasant working atmosphere builds employee morale and work produc

tivity. Don't dismiss that fact. The employees represent the system 

every day . If they are unhappy with their jobs. they may take it out 

on the rider . The working environment plays a part in whether someone 

likes his/her job, so if it is not acceptable, problems will develop. 
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Encourage tours from schools, organized groups, and local governmental 

leaders. Use the facility as a positive tool. Show then that the sys

tem wants to be, and can be, an important service to the community, 

just like the fire department. Be sure, also, that the facility has 

adequate identification, directional, and informational signage. Visi

tors should not have to wander the grounds trying to locate the mana

ger's office or the place to buy passes. 

Goal 

To instill a sense of individual pride and motivation to work toward 

achievement of overall system goals, and increase responsiveness to the 

general public. 

Objectives 

• To provide for visitor and tour considerations; 

• To develop an appropriate infonnation systen for buildings, depart

ments, and access or support areas; 

• To actively seek maintenance department personnel input and sugges

tions as designs and developments take place; and 

To investigate employee service area improvements, including space 

use factors and graphic design considerations. 
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Projects and Activities 

Keep in mind the idea that you want to show the employee and the public 

that the system is something to be proud of. Make your facilities an 

asset, not an eyesore to the community. 

Field Trips - Establish a tour itinerary and schedule for visitors. 

providing for special standing areas and safety precautions , if neces

sary . Then, solicit field trips frcm schools. 

Graphic Designs - Designate certain areas in all buildings to receive 

graphics. Adopt a pol icy to design and change al-1 graphics once a 

year. Have employees vote or otherwise participate in the determina

tion of graphic approaches or ideas. 

Facility Signage - Identify signage requirements . and design a signage 

system, incorpor~ting any newly adopted system identity graphic. Main

tain and expand the graphics standards system as the need arises (fa

cility signage must relate to on-street user information signage). 
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Fares and Resources 

The revenue sources and plans for soliciting funds, the prices charged, 

and payment methods used by the transportation system affect the commu

nity1s response to the system. To the person on the street, fares and 

the idea of transit subsidies can cause frustrations. For example, if 

exact change is the only method of payment, the rider may be constantly 

annoyed by having to carry this exact change. His trip becomes a 

source of frustration, and he will not put up with it very long. In 

terms of resources, having to fund a transportation system through 

taxes or a bigger city budget may be a cause for resentment if people 

do not understand and appreciate the public transportation need. Fur

ther, it is important that an atmosphere of willingness to support rea

sonable transportation improvements through additional subsidies be 

ever-present in the c00111unity . 

Goal 

To insure an ongoing, balanced (including special) fare structure that 

maximizes systan use, ease of understanding, and fare accountability, 

considering system and service area expansions. 
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Objectives 

• To create an atmosphere of willingness to support and provide subsi

dies for future public transit developments; 

• To increase the opportunity and availability of advance fare payment 

r1 purchases; 

• To evaluate, plan, coordinate, and implement a permit and pass sys

tem that encourages peak and off-peak riding and involves all hon

ored citizen groups; 

• To establish and implement expanded employee incentive programs with 

private businesses, governmental agencies, and system employees; and 

To seek funding alternatives i n addition to federal long-range sub

sidy sources. 

Projects and Activities 

Like several other areas, fares are not a direct responsibility of mar

keting management. Once again, a close working relationship within the 

system is critical to the success of any implementation scheme. 

Citizens' Committee - Appoint a citizen's co1T1Tiittee, which includes 

community leaders, to make recommendations for future transportation 
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system directions. Have the committee develop alternative means of 

funding these developments, and work with goverrrnent and political 

leaders to gain support for system development . 

Public Information Campaign - Initiate a public information campaign 

and gear it to the significance of the scope of project development. 

Meet with all segments of the conmunity to secure support, explaining 

the funding sources and reasons for employing these particular re

sources. 

Fare Increases - Consider raising fares to increase system revenues . 

Package a fare increase with capital investments, especially amenities 

and more user information , or try to .provide more service frequencies. 

Then sell it to the COIIlllunity. Attempt to provide a pass progrooi that 

extends minimum fare increases only to the daily rider . Whatever you 

do, build it as a positive improvement program, not a negative issue , 

for all concerned . Give the public plenty of advance notice of any 

increases in fares . 

Pass Program - Develop a monthly pass system; it is preferred by cus

tomers much more than any other payment system. Establish a pass cost 

that provides some discount to the purchasers if they use the bus more 

than 21 time~ per month . Encourage businesses, such as banks, to act 

as sales outlets . This will provide well-dispersed, convenient pur

chasing locations . Produce interior vehicle advertising cards that 
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designate sales outlets . Provide sales locations with a counter dis

play card that states that this is a sales outlet. Work to increase 

pass sales each month. 
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Planning 

Fran a marketing standpoint, planning is important because developments 

take place in and around the city and have long-term effects on tran

sit's opportunities. Lack of coordination with local planning efforts 

means missed opportunities. Taking advantage of opportunities will 

mean a better systen for the c011111unity, a better image in the c00111uni

ty, and as an end result, an increased share in market penetration. 

Marketing is not to become involved with planning to usurp the respon

sibilities of the planners. Instead, it is there to offer the consum

er's point of view, good business judgements, and results fran market 

research that show the public's opinion on public transportation 

issues. Also, marketing should involve the public in development pro

grams (once a plan is prepared) in order to publicize the effects on 

service in an understandable, positive way. 

Goal 

To provide consistent surveillance of public and private developments 

and secure public transportation's position within them. 

Objectives 

• To maintain consistent surveillance of existing and potential route 

structures for optimllll social and cost benefit; 
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• To incorporate public transportation short- and long-range plans 

with long-range city planning efforts; 

• To coordinate public transportation access areas and facilities with 

governmental and private sector developments ; 

• To provide technical assistance toward short- and long-range plan

ning efforts of the public and private sectors; and 

• To improve communications on planning projects between operations 

and local agencies. 

Projects and Activities 

Keep in mind that communication is a two-way street. The professional 

assistance available from local planning agencies can be invaluable. 

Planning Department Contact - Collect information regarding short- and 

long-range city and regional goals. especially as it relates to trans

portation. Meet wih planners from city. county and/or regional devel

opment agencies to explain your system's goals and objectives. Mail 

any brochures/newsletters and monthly status reports to planners as 

part of an information exchange. Obtain. read. and comment on material 

prepared by these agencies which relates to your system in any way. 

Attend and participate in meetings where transportation questions might 

arise. Keep in contact at least monthly. 
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Transit Development Program (TOP) - Establish a plan for system im

provements that you want to make each year. If necessary. put together 

slides and other visuals and set up community meetings for presentation 

of your plans. In short. do whatever is professionally appropriate to 

get the support and funds you need. 

Start each year's program development early enough to gather the facts 

and supporters. but not too early to lose enthusiasm at budget time. 

If TDP's of three to five years are being used. update them annually 

and modify them. as necessary. No three-year plan is good enough to 

stand on its own for three years or more. If the size of the system 

does not warrant a full-time planner. utilize the city planners and 

retain a business planner on a short-tenn basis when needed . 

Collect your research data and your success story; put then under your 

ann; and go out and gain the support of employees. citizens . planners. 

and goverl'11lent. political. and business leaders. Be certain to concen

trate on major points of concern to each group you contact; show people 

what is in it for them. 
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Implementation and Evaluation 5 



IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION 

Making the Marketing Process Work* 

In addition to the array of goals. objectives, and potential projects 

and activities presented in the last section, there are several parts 

of the marketing program process and procedure that require further de

tailing for those with little or no experience in marketing transit. 

As al ready stated, this manual is intended to provide the guidance nec

essary to insure the transportation system operator sufficient material 

to launch his own formalized marketing action plan and program. To do 

so, detailing in the following areas is included here : Target Market

ing; Timing and Scheduling the Marketing Program; The Marketing Budget; 

and Measuring Marketing Impact . 

Target Marketing 

The concept of target marketing was touched on briefly in an earlier 

section of this manual. and presented as a 11 key strategic element11 in 

the marketing process. One principal question involved i n establishing 

a marketing approach is, "What groups of the public do I want to 

reach? 11 Target marketing is essentially the process of selecting those 

groups in your co11111unity that you believe are most likely to use publ ic 

transportation. and then planning a way to get them on-board. 

*This section was adopted, in part, from the Dial-A-Ride Demonstration 
Marketing Manual, prepared by Ilium Associates. Inc. for Alma, Michi
gan and the State of Michigan, Department of State Highways and Trans
portation. 
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While every transit system wishes to attract the mass market. it is 

highly useful to look at the customer base as a group of smaller sub

markets or target groups . This is referred to as segmentation by mar

keting specialists. A transit system may serve. for example: 

• a conmuter segment 
. a shopper segment 
• a transit dependent segment 
• an elderly segment 
• a handicapped segment 
• a geographical segment. such as a 

sub-division outside the city or a 
multi-family housing project 

Each segment may require different services at different times of the 

day. perhaps even different schedules or routing variations. Thus. 

each segment requires a different promotional scheme. 

Once the operator has identified a target market. the next task is to 

find out some things about it. such as: 

• How many are there? 
• Where do they want to go? 
• When do they want to go? 
• What will they spend for service. 

e~. 

This information need formulates your market research effort. Before 

you begin any market research. consider the fact that it is extremely 

important to be very rigorous about market research. If you intend to 

rely heavily on the results of the research effort. get an established 

market research specialist to assist you. preferably one with a 
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background in transportation marketing. Voluntary assistance from 

private enterprise and your local university or State transportation 

specialists is often an inexpensive way to secure some good technical 

assistance . 

Keep in mind that survey results ar e only as good as the survey instru

ments and the sample taken . It is all too easy to build a bias into 

the survey itself or the sample without professional experience in its 

development. 

A target marketing effort should be aimed at a specific group and fill 

a specific need. For example. most frequently. the goal is to increase 

off-peak ridership. So. you will want to aim your marketing effort at 

the housewiefe and the elderly. not the worker or youth in school . If 

your target relates to a time period. a close look at existing riders 

may help . The information in Figures V-1 and V-2 was developed by the 

Alma. Michigan Dial-A-Ride demonstration program and reflects two se

lected time periods . 

A little more research might be even more revealing and provide addi

tional facets to the question of off-peak ridership. For example. is 

routing and scheduling convenient relative to merchants' hours of oper

ation. or health clinic hours. or to the purposes for which the elderly 

are traveling between 9:00 A.M. and Noon? If not. then perhaps routing 

and scheduling require revision prior to implementation of a marketing 

program for the elderly segment of the population. 
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WHO TRAVELS 

Less Affluent 
($10,000 or 
less) 

\vomen (25-44) 

~•1oro Affluent 
($10,000 or 
more) 

Conunuters 

IF YOUR "TARGET" PERIOD IS: 

3 : 00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M. 

WHY THEY TRAVEL 

Grocery shopping, 
clothes shopping, 
medical 

Clothes shopping, 
medical, groceries 

Recreations, clothes 
shopping 

Return from work 

ADVERTISING 
MESSAGE 
STRESS AREAS 

Convenience, 
waiting time, 
reliability, 
cost 

Cost, conven
ience, reliabil
ity 

Cost, parking 
relief, conven
ience 

Convenience, 
travel time, 
reliability, 
waiting time 

ADVERTISING 
MEDIA 

Shopping guide, 
Newspaper -
food section 

Shopping guide, 
Newspaper -
food and fashion 
sections 

Newspaper -
business, finan
cial, editorial 
sections 

Radio -
drive time, 
news 
Newspaper -
business, 
general news 
sections 

MERCHANDISING 
SUGGESTIONS 

Shopping centers 
Merchants 
Purc,hasing 
Discounts 

Merchants 

Coordinate with 
garden clubs, 
women's clubs, etc. 
Entertainment centers 

Work subscription 
systems 

Figure V-1 



WHO TRAVELS 

Housewife 

Elderly 

More Affluent 

IF YOUR "TARGETu PERIOD IS: 

9:00 A.M. - NOON 

WHY THEY TRAVEL 

Groceries, clothes 
shopping, medical 

Groceries, clothes 
shopping, medical 

Groceries, clo the s 
shopping, med i c~ l 

ADVERTISING 
MESSAGE 
STRESS AREAS 

Cost, parking 
problems, con
venience, com
fort, waiting 
time 

Comfort, conven
ience, waiting 
time, cost, park
ing relief, 
safety 

Cost, parking 
relief, conven
ience, comfort 

ADVERTISING 
MEDIA 

Shopping guide, 
newspaper -
food, fashion 
sections 

Shopping guide, 
News?aper -
human interest, 
editorial, 
features sections 

Newspaper -
fashion, finan
cial, business, 
editorial sec
t.ions 

MERCHANDISING 
SUGGESTIONS 

Shopping centers 
Merchants 
Coupons 

Retirement homes 
Shopping centers 
Merchants 
Tours 

Shopping centers 
Merchants 

. Figure V-2 



The complete time/travel overview for Alma. Michigan indicated that the 

time periods most needing increased ridership were in the late morning. 

late afternoon. early evening. and Saturday. Therefore. the improve

ments in the marketing progrc111 focused on responding to those groups 

who appeared the most appropriate target markets during these periods. 

The advertising and merchandising suggetions prepared for inwnediate use 

were mostly directed at these groups and were designed to expand gen

eral market awareness and support. as well as focus on certain improve

ment priorities of the target markets; that is, routing and scheduling 

revisions. 

In conclusion. then. the concept of target marketing can greatly assist 

management in narrowing the focus of the marketing effort to those 

areas of high priority. and thus give direction to the overall market

ing program over a given period of time. Through initial ridership 

surveys and periodic follow-up. the success or failure of a particular 

marketing strategy can be determined and changes in strategy or revi

sion in approach initiated. 

Timing and Scheduling the Marketing Program 

When the initial steps of preliminary research and formulation of goals 

and objectives have been taken, marketing techniques must be selected 

and planned for implementation. At this stage. it can be ehlpful to 

lay out an action plan surrmary so that all participants (including 
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commissioners, employers, advisory groups) can be made fully cognizant 

of the anticipated marketing activities to be progra1T111ed. The follow

ing su1T111ary of a marketing action plan (Figure V-3), along with the 

calendar presented in Figure V-4, will serve to make an effective dis

play and presentation at a glance: 

Figure V-3 
Su1T111ary of Marketing Program by Goal 

Marketing Techniques 
Goal Market Research Advertising/Promotion Co1T111unity Relations 

Increase peak • employee surveys • Free ride coupons 
Ridership • employer surveys • Rad;o announcements 
Increase off-peak Current ridership • Special fares to Meet with all senior 
ridership of spe- handicapped & seniors groups and service 
cial groups • Nickel week in coop- agencies to promote 

eration with merchants' use of service for 
summer sale days medical and shopping 

trips on relevant 
routes 

Increase public All forms of media Logo design contest 
recognition 
Increase aware- • Design new system Establish and carry 
ness of service maps out distribution pro-
availability • Printed schedules gram for new service-. Interior bus cards related materials 

showing routes and 
schedules 
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As noted earlier , several wel l -selected and well-pl anned marketing 

schemes each year should be adequate for most transit systems. Once 

chosen and detailed, each component part of the marketing project 

should be carefully timed to insure ful l and complete preparation, 

launching, monitoring and evaluation. For this purpose. and to aid in 

t he budgeti ng of personnel and money. a marketing project cal endar i s 

recommended. 

Where the marketing action plan is composed of several components. it 

may require more sophi sticat ed approaches to i nsure all detai ls of the 

projects are impl emented. in a timel y fashion. For this purpose, a 

matr i x- type cal endar is suggested, such as the example below. Through 

the three code symbols. the actions can be identified according to the 

specific marketing area or project being undertaken. Do not forget to 

schedule all monitori ng and evaluation activities as well . 

Figure V-4 
Marketing Project Calendar (By Week) 

Month 
Project 1 2 

1. Visual Identi ty * * 
2. Operations Forms 
3. Advertising * # 
4. Vehicle Design (See#l) 

5. Telephone Guidel ines 
6. Driver Training 

ETC. 
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The Marketing Budget 

A committed allocation of funds for the accomplishment of a creative. 

well-directed marketing program represents a corrmitment to success. 

The marketing budget should b~ coordinated with the marketing plan, but 

should be prepared only when the plan is in the final stages of devel

opment. Dollar estimates should be attached to all the activities set 

forth in the plan to arrive at a total budget figure. This total fig

ure must then be reviewed with respect to its reasonableness relevant 

to the total transit system budget. If reductions are required, they 

should be made based on the priorities that were established for the 

marketing program's goals and objectives. 

As noted in an earlier section, marketing has (until recently) tradi

tionally received rather low priority in overall transit system budgets 

compared to other sectors of the economy. Generally speaking, two to 

four percent of overall transportation system budgets are allocated to 

marketing compared to ten to twenty percent in most manufacturing 

areas. 

In August 1979, Volume 5 of the Section 147 Rural Public Transportation 

Demonstration Manual presented the marketing program results of 102 

Section 147 programs. These projects had marketing budgets that ranged 

fr001 three to five percent of the total operations costs of the sys

tems. Some other guidelines were presented in the 1980 summer issue of 

Transitions, published quarterly by ATE Management and Service C001pany, 
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Inc. In an article by Janet M. Lang, Director of Marketing for ATE, 

entitled "Marketing Guidelines~" the following budget guidelines, de

rived from an analysis of transit systems throughout the United States, 

were suggested: 

• Marketing budget per -peak vehicle = $800 to $1200 
• Amount of line revenue generated for each marketing 

dollar spent= $13.00 to $16.00 
Marketing budget per rider (excluding transfers) = 
$.015 to $ .02 

• Amount per person in the system's service area = 
$.22 to $.25 

To return to the analysis of the Section 147 Projects, the cost of de

veloping the marketing progrc111 for a rural public transportation system 

varied from area to area depending on the local costing situation . The 

cost of the marketing program al so varied depending on the stage of de

velopment in which the transportation system was involved . The devel

opment stages of a marketing program--intitial concept and design, 

point of production and ongoing labor. maintenance and promotion--each 

require a different level of investment. Within each stage, this in

vestment will be spread over salary costs , consultant costs. overhead 

costs and other direct expenses. A typical spread of costs for an on

going marketing program was depicted as follows: 

Salaries 61% 
Consultant Services 5% 
Printing/Materials 19% 
Advertising 7% 
Merchandising 4% 
Other Direct Expenses 4% 

Total* TiiO"% 

*Representing 3-5% of system 
operating cost. 
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During the initial stage of the marketing program. a skewing of the 

cost spread to emphasize preparati on and production would be expected. 

and mi ght occur throughout the first several years of service develop

ment. 

The marketing program is the link between the consumer. the rider. the 

product aand the system's operation. The investment in a marketing 

program for a public transportation system is essential for system suc

cess. Appropriate alloction of funds . accurate costing of projects. 

and establishment of component priorities in a well-designed marketing 

program will ensure the greatest return on the investment. 

With the task budgeting approach suggested in the following pages. the 

attaiment of a specified set of goals is contingent upon the availa

bility of the resources needed to achieve these goals. For example. 

ridership cannot be increased by five percent during peak hours if suf

ficient equipment capacity is not available. The same conditions apply 

to the achievement of advertising. This illustrates a very common bud

geting problem: whether to establish the available resources and then 

adopt appropriate goals that can be fulfilled with these resources. or 

to define logically-attainable goals and then detennine the resources 

that will be required to attain them. 

There is no simple answer to this problem. The most commonly used pro

cedure is to explore the possibilities at each end of the spectrum and 

then attempt to reach a reasonable balance or compromise . 
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A good marketing budget reflects considerable discipline and commit

ment. The temptation is strong. particularly in the transportation 

industry where there is no hisotrical commitment to marketing. to con

sider the marketing budget one of the more flexible elements in the 

total budget . Accordingly. whenever financial troubles arise. the mar

keting budget is frequently the first to be cut; it is more difficult 

to fire people. defer maintenance. or cancel orders for new equipment 

than it is to eliminate rsearch projects. cut back on advertsiing. can

cel promotions . or reduce infonnation services. This tendency should 

be resisted; the marketing budget should be examined on its merits. in 

competitio_n with other transit functions. and not arbirtraily cut simp

ly because it is concerned with intangibles. 

Development of the marketing budget requires condideration of two ele

ments: the total amount of money to be devoted to marketing and the 

allocation of portions of the total to various marketing functions. 

The marketing program budget can be defined as the cost of all actions 

required to achieve the transit system's marketing goals . including all 

expenditures for each function (market research. service development. 

advertising and promotion. and customer services). There are three 

methods generally used to establish marketing budgets : subjective bud

geting; percent-of-sales budgeting; and task budgeting. 

When subjective budgeting is used. management decides. generally on the 

basis of judgement and experience . how much money to allocate to each 

major function. including marketing of the transit system. 
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When the percent-of-sales approach is used, again, management decides, 

on the basis of judgement and experience, to allocate a specific per

centage of sales revenue to marketing. This procedure is relatively 

simple and can be modified based on prior year efforts and results. A 

major problem with the percentage-of-sales revenue approach, however, 

is that it considers marketing as merely a dependent variable; as a 

result, marketing expenditures are often curtailed as sales fall. Such 

a result is very unfortunate because a period of declining revenues may 

very well indicate the need for increased marketing expenditures. 

The task budgeting approach is the most desirable of the three. It 

recognizes that the purpose of marketing is to help achieve designated 

goals and that the amount budgeted for marketing is the investment con

sidered necessary to achieve those goals. A budget decision based on 

this approach is consistent with the planning techniques discussed pre

viously. It takes into account the desired task and provides the mar

keting function with the funds required to accomplish it. 

The basic budgeting consideration is, "What is needed to do the job?" 

In using the goal, or task, method of budgeting, the first step is to 

identify the various marketing activities that must be performed in 

order to achieve the stated goals. The next step is to determine what 

each of these activities will cost. For example, the amount of adver

tising required for each marketing goal and strategy during the year 

ahead must be established and the cost of this level of advertising 
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must be determined. Simi l ar determinations must be made regarding the 

requirements and costs for promotion. information services. and other 

activities for each goal and strategy. 

Measuring Marketing Impact 

Evaluating the effectiveness of any marketing program is the key to re

finement of the program and the development of research data for the 

introduciton of future marketing projects. Marketing must return some

thing on its investment if it is to be worthwhile . 

As noted in the beginning of this manual. planning and implementation 

go hand-in-hand in a cyclical process throughout the marketing project. 

A diagrammatic presentation of this process is set forth on the follow

ing page. 

Figures V-5. 6, 7 and 8 are adopted intact from the Marketing Manual 

for Transit Operators. February 1979, prepared for the Iowa DOT, Public 

Transit Division, by Ilium Associates. Inc. They are designed to help 

you monitor. or check, the value of your marketing projects . Marketing 

project successes/failures cannot be measured merely by cost or even by 

direct ridership gains alone. How decision-makers, employees' (morale) 

and riders' (behavior) are affected by transit efforts are equally im

portant points that must be measured. The procedures outlined below 

are designed to assist you in monitoring your marketing program. 
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Figure V-5 

. AWARENESS AND ATTITUDE QUESTIONS 

1. Please indicate: 
-:-· (' 1 1 \1 

a. What the fare is 

b. What the transfer cost is 
• 

c. The color of the city buses 

d. The shape of bus stop signs 

e. The color of bus stop signs 
. (tabulate as public or private response) 

2. Who owns the bus company? - - -- ·-

3. Who manages the bus company? --

4. Please tell me what advertising for the transit system you can recal l: 

5. In what media have you last seen or heard the transit system advertised? 

Newspaper _ __ _ __ Radio _ _ ___ __ TV _ _ _ ____ Mail 

Outdoor _ ___ __ _ _ ________ _ _ Other ___ _ _ _ __________ _ _ 

NOTE: The foll 9 wing que st ion s can be used as time and the situation will allow. 

6. Public transportation is noisy. 

Strongly Agree Agree ______ _ _____ Neither Agree nor Disagree ___ ___ _ 

/ . Disagree _ __ _ .. __ ... _ _ _ Strongly Disagree ___ _ _ __________ _ 

7. Public transportation is uncomfortable to ride. 

Strongly Agree - - -- -- - ·---- Agree _ _ ____ _ Neither Agree nor Disagree _______ _ 

Disagree _ ______ -.-'-- - - - --- - Strnngly Disagree ____ ___________ _ 

8. -~~ding public transit takes too long . 

Strongly Agree - - --·--·-- ----- Agree _ _ ___ _ Neither Agree nor Disagree _ ____ _ _ _ 

Disagree ..... .. Strongly Disagree 

9. Transit should offer such things as toy bus banks to. get people to ride. 

Strongly Agree --·- _ .. _ . ___ ___ .. Agree ___ Neither Agree nor Disagree ___ _ ___ _ 

Disagree . - --- ·------ -- __ _ __ _ Strongly Disagree - - ·- - -----------

10. Pollution and energy consumption could be reduced if more people took public transportation. 

Strongly Agree - - - ----· Agree _ _______ Neither Agree nor Disagree _______ _ 

Disagree ________________ St rongly Disagree ___ ____________ _ 



11. I wouldn't know at which stop to get on when taking public transportation near my home. 

Strongly Agree _ ______ Agree _______ Neither Agree nor Disagree ______ _ 

Disagree _ _ _____________ Strongly Disagree _ _ ___ _________ _ 

12. Information on how to use the transit system is easy to understand. 

Strongly Agree _ _ ___ __ Agree _ ______ Neit her Agree nor Disagree ______ _ 

Disagree ____________ _ __ Strongly Disagree __ ,, _ __ ____ ... ·- _ __ _______ _ 

13. Everyone who posslbly can should use public transportation. 

Strongly Agree _______ Agree _ _ _ ____ Neither Agree nor Disagree 

Disagree ______________ _ Strongly Disagree _______ _ ____ ___ _ _ 

14. Public transit should be free like police or fire services. 

Strongly Agree _______ Agree _ _ ___ __ Neither Agree nor Disagree ______ _ 

Disagree _ _________ ____ _ Stro ngly Disagree _____________ _ _ 

15. Even without a bus schedule, It is easy to find out where to catch a bus. 

Strongly Agree _ _ _____ Agree _ _ _____ Neither Agree nor Disagree ______ _ 

Disagree _______________ Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ __ _ 

16. One can rely on scheduled service when using public transport ation. 

Strongly Agree ___ _ ___ Agree _ ______ Neither Agree nor Disagree _ _____ _ 

Disagree _ ___________ _ Strongly Disagree--- ---··-·------ - --- ----

17. I can relax while I use public transit. 

Strongly Agree _ ______ Agree ____ ___ Neither Agree nor Disasgree ____ __ _ 

Disagree _______ _______ _ St ronly Disagree _____ _________ _ 

18. I would prefer to drive an automobile in the city any day rather than take a bus. 

Strongly Agree _ _ _____ Agree _ _ _ ____ Neither Agree nor Disagree ______ _ 

Disagree ______ _________ Strongly Disagree _____________ _ _ 

19. In your opinion, the transit system provides the best service it can with the funds it has available. 

Strongly Agree _______ Agree _ _ _ ____ Neither Agree nor Disagree ______ _ 

Disagree ___________ ____ Strongly Disagree _____ _ ________ _ 

20. Do you think fares for public transportation should be kept low with tax su-i:isidies from such sources as 
(check as many as are appropriat~): 

_ _ _ ___ __ the city sales tax ____ ___ vehicle registration tax 

_______ the federal government _ _ _____ gasoline tax ________ none of these 

_ ___ ___ property tax __ _ ____ _ b usiness tax _ _ _____ no t axes for transit fares 



Figu~e V-6 
GEN~RAL INFORMATION 

1. What Is your age? Please circle the appropriate age group. 

Under15 15-24 25-34 45-54 

2. Are you male or female? 

~5-64 Over85 

Male _______________ _ Female _______________ _ 

3. How Is most of your time spent? (Check one) 

Employed outside the home _ _________________________ _ 

A homemaker ___________ _ ___________________ _ 

A student ________________________________ _ 

Retired -------------------------------

Other __________________________________ _ 

4. If employed outside the home, would you please check the response that best describes your work? 

Professional · managerial and related _______________________ _ 

Craftsman - foreman aad related __________________ _______ _ 

Clerical service and related _ ____ ___ _____ ~-------------

Operatives including transport ____ ______________________ _ 

Laborers except ,farm ________________________ _____ _ 
\ 

i- Farmers and farm management _________________________ _ 

5. What Is the highest level of formal education you have completed? 

Elementary _____ High School _____ Vocational or c;pecialized training ____ _ 

College • 1 to 3 years _____ College • 4 years or more _____ Graduate degree ____ _ 

6. Would you please check the category that most closely corresponds to your family income? 

Under $4,999 ___ $5,000 • $7,999 ___ _ $8,000 - $10,999 _ ___ $11.,000 · $14,999 ___ _ 

$15,000 • $24,999 _______ $25,000 · $49,999 _______ More _ _ _ ___ _ 

7. Home address _______________________________ _ 

8. Work address ____________________ ·---- - --~----

9. How many motor vehicles belong to the members of your household? 

none _ ______ one_--'-_____ two _______ three or more _____ _ _ 

10. How often do you ride a bus? 

Several times a wee.~ _____ Once a week~ ____ Once or twice a month ____ _ 

Several times a year ______________ Never _____ _ _______ _ 



Figure V-7 
RIDER TRIP CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Route number of contact 

2. Direction of travel 

3. Time of day 

Day 

5. Origin: 

______ ___________ Work ________________ _ Home 

Store 
_ _____ _ __________ Other ________________ _ 

5. Destination: 

Work 

Shop 

Recreational 

Personal 

6. Trip distance: 

Less than 1 mile _____________ 1 • 5 miles _____ _ _ ______ _ 

5 • 10 miles More than 10 miles ____________ _ 

7. Perceived round-trip travel time: 

15 minutes 30 minutes _ _ _ _ _ ___ 45 minutes _______ _ 

60minutes _ ___________ More _____ _________ _ 



Figure V-8 
NON-RIDER TRIP CHARACTERISTICS 

1. What is your current mode of travel ? 

Auto _ _ _____ Bicycle ___ ______ _ ______ Taxi ______ _____ Walk . _____ Other _____ _ 

2. Trip characteristics - same as rider questions 5, 6, and 7 from previous page. 

3. When was the last time you rode the bus? 

Last week ..... ..... ·-·-· -· ... .. last month ......... _, ___ ________ A year or so _ _____ Never _____ _ 

4. Wtiat do y:)u li ke least about pulli1c transit? (Check one or more.) 

_ ____________ No direct route ________ _ 

Uncomfortable ____ _ _ _____ ·---- Too expensive _ _ ~ · ___ _____ Driver attitude ______ _ 

Dirty ________ _ Inconvenient Dangerous ________ _ 

Noisy _ _ _ ___ ___ __ Other riders __________ Odors _________ _ 



Outlined earlier in this manual are some basic analysis-gathering 

steps. Refer. to these for cooipiling a data base of reference informa

tion. This information is what you will use later to make comparisons 

with the new infonnation you gather to detennine your status. Some 

basic inform tion you can use to establish a data base includes: 

. Th number of daily, monthly, and seasonal telephone 
calls; 

• The ratio and types of calls received, who makes 
them, and where the callers live; 

• The number of timetables and other information aids 
pr1nted and distributed; 

. The number and tone of editorial lines on public 
transit prepared by local media; 

• Th I number of riders by type, day part, week part, 
mo thly, and route (segment); 

• Th revenue by time of day. by month. and route; if 
po si.ble; and 

. Em loyee turnover and sick leave ratios. 

Essentially, there are two ways to gather this and other information: 

by observing and recording behavior, and by involving the system user 

in the proce s. The latter is preferable because you will be able to 

gather speci ic marketing information, such as awareness and satisfac-

tion levels. If you do not have the time or budget to gather this 

information, encourage others (like City planners, COGS, or others) to 

gather it fo you, or to give you the funds to do it. The techniques 

to perform tis information gathering are as follows: 
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Observation 

Driver counts (written, through farebox or self-con
tained rotating counters); 

• Checker (temporary employee); 

General rider characteristics (age, sex, origin, 
destination) 

Trip characteristics (time, distance, on-board 
behavior (interaction); 

Vehicle loading on specific routes and route segments; 
Auto or other transportation mode counts at key inter
sections, parking lots 

System User Involvement 

• Telephone interviews 

• Work center/recreation center interviews 
• Shopping center/recreational center interviews 

On-street interviews 

• Direct mail questionnaire--geographic selectivity 
In-person handout--return requested 

• Home interviews 

On the following pages are questions that you can use for guides in 

creating your own questionnaire for measuring marketing progrilll pro

gress. These questions are broken into sections so that you can create 

short or long versions of questionnaires, whichever suits your needs. 

Be sure to mix in your own ideas with these questionnaires so you can 

test them before you go to the expense or trouble to put than into 
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effect. Do no, be concerned about using these questions or variations 

on your employ es. While the data you collect will not be as accurate 

as a professio al source could provide, some information is much better 

than no inform tion. As you begin to collect and use information, you 

are going tog in confidence in your decisions and find less subjective 

resistance int rrupting your programs. 

Whichever tech ique is selected, it should be instituted immediately. 

The first tabu at ion of results fonn what is referred to as 11 basel i ne 

data." This i the transit operat_ions' p(?sition before instituting im

provements or nitiating a marketing effort. The following table 

(Figure V-9) i from the Alma, Michigan Dial-A-Ride Demonstration Pro

ject. This ex mple format provides a simple tabulation of the opening 

situation (at roject start) in key areas where improvements are anti

cipated throug the marketing effort. 

A similar baseline data summary should be prepared as part of the ini

tial research effort leading to the development of a marketing plan. 

Each time interim project monitoring is completed, results should be 

tabulated, entered in the appropriate columns, and reviewed for prog

ress. Thus, the effect of specific service changes or advertising and 

promotions can be monitored periodically, providing a check against the 

achievement of the specific goal originally established in any given 

area. 
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Figure V-9 

BASE DATA 

ALMA 

General Market: MALE FEMAL~ 
TOTAL RIDER NON-RIDER 25-44 25 - 44 --

Awareness 

"Positive 
Impressions" . •• 1 86% 96% 82 % 93% · 8 2 % 

"Who Uses 
D.A.R.T. 
(Everyone)" ••• 2 40% 46% 37% 33% 43% 

SupRort 

"Satisfied 
(Good-Very 

Good) With" 

. I nformation ••• 3 58% 75% 50% 71% 55 % 
• Waiting Time • • 4 52% 71\ 43% 59% 47% . Riding Time ••• 5 50% 73i 40% 56% 4 4 % 
• Access to 

Phones ••• 6 45% 64% 36% 33% 44% 
• Hours of 

Service" •• • 7 57% 78% 47% 56% 60% 

.. Ride More?" • • • 8 30% 39% 26% 41% 31% 

Us e· 

"First Time" ••• 9 

"How Often 
(Weekly)" •• 10 4% 11% 4% 2% 



What Next? 

While the framework, guidelines and examples of various aspects of mar

keting are presented throughout this manual, no amount of paper is go

ing to make things happen. At this point, two things are necessary. 

· One is that transportation system management COl'llllit itself to an organ

ized marketing effort; and the second is to provide the level of per

sonnel effort required to give marketing your systen the attention it 

deserves . 

Take these two steps , put this manual in the hands of your assigned 

marketing planner, then get your plan and progrc111 together. Remember , 

regardless of the scale ?f your program or the resources avai lable, you 

have to get the non-rider to try it and 1 ike it be.fore your public 

transportation system can claim success. 
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